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Chapter I 
Introduction 
The present work studies the application of two group discriminant analysis in the field of 
credit scoring. The view here given provides a completely different approach to how this 
problem is usually targeted. Credit scoring is widely used among financial institutions 
and is performed in a number of ways, depending on a wide range of factors, which 
include available information, support data bases, and informatic resources. Since each 
financial institution has its own methods of measuring risk, the ways in which an applicant 
is emaluated for the concession of credit for a particular product are at least as many 
as credit concessioners. However, there exist certain standard procedures for different 
products. For example, in the credit card business, when databases containing applicant 
information are available, usually credit score cards are constructed. These score cards 
provide an aid to qualify the applicant and decide if he or she represents a high risk for 
the institution or, on the contrary, a good investment. Score cards are generally used in 
1 
conjunction with other criteria, such as the institution's own policies. 
In building score cards, generally parametric regression Wsed procedures are used, 
where the assumption of an underlying model generating the data has to be made. Aii- 
other aspect is that, in general, score cards are built taking into consideration only the 
probability that a particular applicant will not default. 
In this thesis, the objective will be to present a method of calculating a risk score that, 
does not depend on the actual process generating the data and that takes into account 
the costs and profits related to accepting a particular applicant. The ultimate objective 
of the financial institution should be to maximise profit and this view is a fundammital 
part of the procedure presented here. 
1.1 Classification Techniques for Credit Scoring 
A range of parametric and non-parametric techniques have been developed and used to 
model binary data. For the case of credit information, such methods include 
o Classic linear discriminant analysis (see Hand, 1992). 
e Parametric regression techniques (both linear and logistic) which may be found in 
the class of regression models introduced by McCullagh (1980). 
9 Nonparametric regression procedures such as kernel methods (see Terrell and Scott, 
1992), k-nearest neighbours (see Loftsgarden and Queensberry, 1965) and spline 
smoothing (see Stone, 1977). These methods use local averaging in the predictor 
2 
space to estimate the probability of success 
9 Decision trees and decision graphs (see Breiman et al., 1984). These promiun-, 
include CART (Classification and Regression 'ftces) and CHAID (chi-squared au- 
tornatic interaction detection), which are often called "recursive partitioning" since 
they segment the population into exhaustive, mutually exclusive groups, an(] 
* Neural networks (see Beale and Jackson, 1999) 
among others. 
It is the experience of the author that credit information is commonly modelled fol- 
lowing two main levels. The first level uses procedures such as decision trees to seginent 
the population into homogeneous groups with respect to the response variable (proba- 
bility of success, for example). The population is not always previously segmented and 
therefore, only one level of modelling is required. 
The second level traditionally uses both linear and logistic parametric regression tech- 
niques to model the probability of success in each segment of the population obtained in 
the first level. Neural networks are also used for second level analysis. They are mainly 
applied when there is a vast amount of information indicating behavioural patterns, such 
as credit card transactions, and are used to detect the probability of a transaction having 
a certain characteristic (being a fraudulent one, for example). 
The work in this thesis concentrates on the second level of analysis mentioned above. 
However, the approach is completely different from traditional procedures in the sense 
that the focus is placed on the ultimate utility that an "acceptance" (accepted credit 
3 
applicant) will provide. The balance between the profits of the successes and the lossu-i 
of the failures and how this balance can be maximised is the objective of the analysis. 
4 
Chapter 2 
Utility Function 
2.1 Motivation 
In the field of two group discriminant analysis the aim is usually to find a score s that will 
discriminate between both populations. Ideally, large values of this score will correspond 
to units of one of the populations and small %, alues of the score to units of the other oiie. 
If the two populations are labelled as y=1 and y=0 respectively and for each unit 
there exists a set of covariates x, one can think of the following situation. 
Let y=1 denote success and suppose that high values of s correspond to high 
probabilities of success (the opposite case is completely analogous). Then a simple utility 
function is given by: 
U=c, Pr(y= 1 Is >k)Pr(s > k)-C2Pr(y=01 s> k)Pr(s > k) (2.1) 
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where cl and c2are two known positive costs. In the field of credit scoring, where a "good" 
customer is defined as one who repays his or her loan, this can be seen as a loss function 
that adds a positive quantity cl (profit) for every good customer that was accepted and 
subtracts a positive quantity c2 (loss) for every accepted "bad" customer. The rejected 
individuals (those having s< k) axe not considered regardless of being potentially good 
or bad. The business will usually have ways to evaluate these profits and losses (c, mid 
c2) and this issue is in itself worth exploring. Cenerally, these "costs" will depen(l on 
different variables, which may include the covariates obtained at the time of application. 
Particular features of the credit product, including the credit line given, along with the 
costs of doing business, interest rates, and the macro-economic environment will affect 
the overall cost of a customer. Usually, banks calculate a profitability index for new 
accounts, a number which indicates the amount of money they expect to win (or lose) 
with that particular customer and which involves all these variables. Since the bank 
cannot know in advance the profit a customer will generate, the profitability index is, in 
fact, a model in itselL Therefore, taking cl and C2 as constants represents a simplification 
of the real problem. In §6.2 some insight around the idea of having the cost depend on 
covariates will be given. 
The utility function above will keep its basic form if it is re-scaled by making CI + C2 ý 
1. In the Mowing expression, if C -"-: C2, then 
U=Pr(s>k)[Pr(y=1 I s>k)-cl 
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Here k is a threshold that indicates inclusion. The units having s<k will neitlier liave it 
positive nor a negative effect on the utility. Now suppose s is given by a linear combination 
of the covariates, say s= O'x, and that f-. is the density of x and p., = Pr (y =II x), 
the probability of success. The probability of inclusion (acceptance in credit scoring) is 
Pr (s > k) = Pr (PTx > k) =If,, dx 
ST. T >k 
In the above expression x does not include an intercept terin since this is the same fliiug 
as having k 76 0 and this would produce a redundancy of the parameters in OTX > k. In 
fact, k is also redundant, since the inclusion criteria is unaffected if (Olk)T X ý,. 1 is used. 
So, in order to avoid overparametrisation, in the future OTX >1 (covariates x lacking 
an intercept term) will be used to indicate inclusion. Then, the utility function may be 
expressed as: 
Us =f (px - c) f,, dx (2.2) 
, STX>l 
where the subindex in Uq indicates utility is a function of the parameter 0 of the score. 
Given p_. and c, we aim to find 0 such that US is maximised. 
2.2 Overview 
Literature exploring discriminant analysis and logistic regression models is wide and var- 
ied. This work is centred on the particular application of a discriminating technique to the 
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credit scoring field. Linear discriminant analysis, as introduced by Fisher (Fisher, 1936) 
is a procedure based on the normal distribution theory. Suppose a sample size Til and it 
sample size n2 are taken from each of two populations, where the data matrix, denoted 
by Xi contains the measurement of r covariates for ni individuals, i. e. Xj is order n, xr 
for i=1,2. Furthermore, Xj is taken to be a random sample, size ni, of observations 
from the distribution N, - (, ui, E), where a same covariance matrix is assumed for both 
populations. Then (see Chatfield (1995)) 
111r 
+ 112, 
[n, 
n2 
An estimate for E is given by the pooled within-groups sample v-ariancc-covariance matrix 
S 
(nl-l)Sl+(n2-l)s2 
ni +n2 -2 
where S, and S2 represent the sample . -ariance-covariance matrix for each population. 
The linear score 8= pTX where 0 is the solution to 
SO = (-: tl - rr2) 
is called the linear discriminant function and was first proposed by Fisher. 
An alternative approach is discussed in Eguchi and Copas (2002), where discrimina- 
tion is based upon minimising a risk function. This function depends on a score based 
on coN-ariates x, say s= OTX , and will increasingly penalise high values s when y=0 
8 
and low values of it when y=1. Such a risk function is written as 
D (ß) =E {-yU (s) + (1 - y) V (s)1 (2.3) 
where U (s) and V (s) are two monotonically increasing functions of the score (s) - The 
functions U and V axe then assumed to be logistically consistent. This means that, if 
the logistic model happens to be correct, that is, if the probability of success given x is 
Pr (Y = 114 = PL (3) 
es 
+ es 
where S =, aTX, then D (0) will be minimised at the true value of 0. Eguchi and Copas 
show that this assumption leads to 
OD (ß) 
- -E [xIV (s) 
lp (x) - PL (S)11 (2.4) aß 
where 
TV (u) =w (u) (I + eu) 
and 
DU (u) 
-u 
OV (u) 
w(u)= ä, -=e au 
and where w can be thought of as a weight function. So U and V are both functions 
of the weight w. Also, (2.4) is a function of the unknown parameter 0 since PL (3) is a 
9 
function of it. 
In their paper, Eguchi and Copas describe a credit scoring situation where applicants 
are accepted only if s ý! u, the cut-off. The aim is to maximise expected profit given Iýy 
a, Pr(s >uly= 1)Pr(Y= 1)-aoPr(s >uly=0)Pr(Y=0) (2.5) 
where a, is the profit when y=1 and ao the loss when y=0 for each accepted applicant. 
In Example 2, §2.4 of the paper "w (u) =6 (u - uo). Here the weight function is the 
Dirac delta function at u= uO for some fixed value uO. In this case 
U (u) =H (u - uo), V (u) = euOH (u - uo), 
where H is the Heaviside function H (u) =1 if u>0 and zero otherwise. " If uO is given 
by 
UO = log 
(aO) 
a, 
where ao represents the cost of accepting an individual from population y=0 and a, 
represents the profit of accepting an individual from population y=1, this corresponds 
to the credit scoring example. Minimising D (0) for the credit scoring example in (2.5) 
is equivalent to solving (2.4) where w (u) =6 (u - uo) and uO as above. 
In the discussion of the paper, the logistic consistency of the functions U and V is an 
essential part of the derivation of discrirainant functions. The estimation procedure fol- 
lowed uses smoothed versions of the functions U and V (obtained using a kernel method). 
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Weighted logistic regression is then used to estimate the parameter 3, where the weights 
are given by IV (, 8TX). This procedure is followed iteratively since the weights delmid oti 
the unknown parameter, using the unweighted logistic regression estimate of 8 as start- 
ing point. The estimation procedure followed in this thesis is somewhat different, since 
it is centred around estimating the derivative of (2.5) directly, using a kernel method 
and solving this for 0. The optimal bandwidth in this case is obtained analytically. 
This is different from the procedure followed in the paper by Eguchi and Copas, where 
a near-Iogistic setting (allowing for mis-specification of the model) arises the necessity 
to compromise between a parameter estimate which is best for variance (in the logistic 
setting) and one that is best for bias (near-logistic setting). The choice of optimal band- 
width is then replaced by cross-validation on a mixture parameter that balances this 
compromise in the choice of a weight function. 
The above ideas from the paper along with tile derivation of sampling properties of ý, 
crossvalidation risk, and the discussion of the method for different sampling schemes vvere 
all fundamental to the development of similar ideas in this thesis. In particular, the case 
study presented here, being a cohort study in the sense that sampling is conditional on 
x, takes into consideration weights which are the inverses of the probabilities of selection, 
as stated in the paper. Cross-validation corrections presented are mostly based on the 
ideas discussed in this paper as well. 
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2.3 Layout of thesis 
The thesis is organised in six main sections. These sections are presented in the natural 
order of development of the thesis. However, some of them have parallel positions in 
terms of the sequence of derivation. 
First of all, the theory for non-parametric estimation is given for the general cme 
dealing with one or more covariates. Here, the idea of maximising a utility function is 
explored and parameters are estimated under this mwximisation. Expressions for the 
bias and variance of the estimates of the parameters are obtained and through thase, the 
optimal window width. Special cases are explored that may lead to simplification of the 
expressions. The next section provides an insight into cross-validated approximations for 
the estimated utility and the empirical assessment of the estimates through two examples 
obtained by simulation processes. Using only one covariate may lead to a different, more 
direct, parametrisation. This is explored in §5, where the link to quantal bioassay, -a 
direct application, is recognised. Again, two examples obtained by simulation processes 
are analysed. The next two chapters deal with generalisations of different kinds. In 
§6 a generalisation of the non-parametric formulation involving different weights in the 
objective function is discussed. Also, a more general view of the cost function involved 
in utility is explored. Chapter 7 talks about a special relocation of the covariates in the 
multivariate case. Finally, a case study is presented showing an application to most of 
the results and giving some insight into the special features of credit card application 
information. 
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An additional point, the title of the thesis refers to a non-parametric procedurv. Tliis 
is because the estimation process is essentially non-parametric. However, a lincar score 
is fundamental to the basic idea. In this sense, the term non-parametric could perhaps 
be modified to semi-parametric. 
13 
Chapter 3 
Theory for Non-parametric 
40 
Estimation 
3.1 Maximisation of utility function 
The objective is to find a value of 6 that will maximise utility given by U, 6 in (2.2). 
Therefore the value of ý looked for is the root of Uý' = 0. An estimate for 3 may 
be found using a Newton type approximation. To be able to do this, it is required 
that U' =0 complies with standard regularity conditions such as being continuous and ,6 
differentiable. So, 
'60 
(00)) 
("6 
(160)) 
00 
where 00 is an initial value. An iterative procedure is followed using as 00 the estimate 
for 6 obtained in the previous iteration. The process is stopped when the difference 
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betuven ý and 00 is relatively sinall, which is the same as having OUO (00) = OUA OAI 0,3 0) 
very close to zero. To obtain a derivative of (2.2) with respect to 0, consider Figure 3.1. 
Hyperplane for PT X=l 
3.00 
2.00 
-0.00 
-5ýý -3.0 -ZO -1.. 
00 
0.0 1.0 2-0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6ýO 
. 1. 1.00 
OTx= I- (P+dO)Tx= I 
Figure 3.1 
For simplicity, we will first consider the deriN-ati,. v with respect to 01, the parameter 
of the first covariate. Take 
(dß) T= (dß 1,0,0, ..., 0) 
and v,, = (p,, - c) f-. Then 
15 
f vdx -fv. dx auls lim dTZ>l 
d3, -0 dt3, 
f lldxll t(ix 
0, 
where lldxll represents the height of the distance between OTx + dO'x =1 and OTx =I- 
NN"e ha-ve the simultaneous equations 
(ß+dß)T(x+dx) = ßTx+ßTdx+dßlxl+d2, dxl=l 
OTX =I 
These equations are subtracted and then, since dgldxl is small, OTdx = -dO, xl. Also, 
since dr runs in the same direction as 8 then 
dx = 10 
where I is a scalar. Then 
OT (13) = -d3lxl 
dBlxl 
3 7'3 
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Therefore 
dx -- -00, x al"3 
and 
so 
lldxll = 
'loll 
d, 3, xl =I d3lxl 07,0 Viý73 ' 
f lldxll vdx f d, 6, xivdx OUB lim OTZ-1 lim 1, ýß, 
01 -0 dfl, d, 41ýO VI-67rß- dß, 
xlvdx 
And therefore 
U 
ou's 
c) f , dx 
srz=l 
(3.1) 
To obtain the second deri,. -ative of utility with respect to, 8, let w., = xv,, =x (p. - c) f,. 
FoHowing the same idea, the difference 
is required. By Taylor, 
f 
w,, dx -fw. dx 
($+d, 9)Tz=l STZ-1 
,, +d., 
= w., + w'dx wT 
17 
T 
where dx = may be found in a similar way as before, solving the equation system 
(0 dfl)T(x + dx) =I 
, 31*x =I 
where now (d)9)T = (d, 61, d)32, .... dO,. ). Therefore, 
w, dx t-- 
f 
Wjr+drdX 
w,, dx U/z OT, 8 
Sol 
a 
w,, dx Wl T. dx 53 
'arz-1 
STZ=l 
where 
10X, 
19 v', i 96 i 
jx--vrxi = 
OX) 
, Oxj ' ýVX + Xi 0 vx &x, i= 
and v,, = (N - c) f., as before. Therefore, 
V, 'I + XVT = V,,. I+x(a log V.,, 
)Tj 
Ox 
and 
a 
xv,, dr =-1fI+x( 'a log Vr, 
)Tj 
V. OXT dx. F. 8 
f 
70- ax 
, gr I 
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Then 
olus 1 U01, = 0,60,3,, - , (o-r3)312 
+x 
(pz - C) + I', 
Tj 
(pt - c) fi3xrdr (3.2) (P" C) 
lei II 
Maximum utility will be obtained when U, ', 0ýý' = 0. If U, 'S is divided by f f,, dx 
then this is equivalent to saying that 
UI 
-aE [x (P,, -01,3rx 0 f fdx 
OTZ. l 
Multiplying by 0 both sides of the equation gives 
E [(p,, - c) I OTx= 1] =0 (3-3) 
The expectation is taken o, %vr all individuals belonging to the hyperplane 07'x = 1. If p,, 
is a function Of, 8TX then the above equation would imply solving p., =c when OTX = 1. 
In this case, the second deri%-ati%v of utility would reduce to 
U8,11 -p 
fTo 
xx Tfz 
(, 3r3) 
3/2 
3T I 
where pý represents the derivative of p. with respect to x, evaluated at OTX = 1. This 
happens because at the solution, when UO' =0 and p., =c the terms involving I andf,, 
19 
will . anisli in (3.2). 
A further assumption to simplify the liessian in U,, ' can be made. Suppose p, is 
_P& 
given by a specific model. For example, supposc p, is logistic, then log I-) =-to+ 
p 
ly TX, a malue of 0 can be found when p, =c in order to have OTx - 1. Taking 3= 
or/ [log c; ) - 70) is the value of 8 such that 3"x =I if p, is given by the proposed c 
logistic model. In this case the deriwitive of 1), with respect to x can be obtained, 
-yTp,, (I - p, ). Then 
or, ýc (I - C) xxrfzdx (3-4) U011 - (OT3) 3/2 
3rr-I 
So U'a"t is the expression for the second deriwitive of utility when p, is logistic. 
In practice, estimates for utility and its first and second derivatives will be needed. 
In this situation, virtually no data will fall exactly oii the hyperplane given by OTX = 1. 
The following expressions consider a rectangular window around OTx =I for estimation 
purposes. When -working with a sample of size n, if response is given by yj for each unit, 
estimates for the above expressions may be obtained by 
.=1 uo 
ýE (yi - 
aTz>1 
(3.5) 
111 ül =-, -c (3.6) oZx. (y ) nZD1 %1, -3T3 D 
Here, D is the subset including all individuals in a vicinity of OTX = 1. That is, D 
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contains all individuals with a value for. 3TX fallillg within (I - It, 1+ h) where It is taken 
to be relatively small. Here 00 and &, ', are norinalised using a factor of 1, indicating n 
that utility is per individual in the sample. An approximation to U" is iv , isi 91 'j5 g 
en I it tie 
logistic assumption. This assumption is used in order to simplify the hessian of thesecond 
deri%-ati%v and will be useful to set up the numerical method. However, tile estimates 
themselves will not be affected. In fact, any other model assumption for 1), could be 
helpful in order to approximate this matrix. We define 
3Týc(l - c) T U; '=-nE. 1 (, 6T, 3)312 
(3.7) 
where I is the logistic estimate for -y. One way to look at (10' and 0,6", is the following: 
n 
U', X, (y, 0 (3-8) n En. 
,tt9,71; ýi , 
Y=-, 
I-ni 3TýC(j _ C) 
n 
wixix T (3.9) 
n Ei=l tvi (OT, 3)3/2 
ýt 
1 if I-h< Orx <1+h 
Wi 
0 otherwise 
There exist a number of options for the dioice of wi, not just a rectangular set. Also, a 
factor of 
Wd 
so that the weights used add up to one is included. The possibility that 
we explore in the following section is to consider it Gaussian kernel for the . veight wj . So 
Wi PT h -I 
) 
where 0 represents the standard nornial density and the width of the 
window depends on h again. 
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3.1.1 Special Cases 
In rare cases, there will be situations where the optimal solution cannot be found. This 
may happen, for example if cl or c2 are equal to zero in (2.1). If cl = 0, that is, if tile 
profit of a success is zero, then we would logically reject everybody. Then utility would be 
zero, which is the maximum in this context. Oil the contrary, if C2 `2 Ot this Would illlVlY 
the loss for every failure is zero and %%v should accept everybody in order to inwxinfise 
utility. 
Another extreme case may arise if every individual has same ralues for every corariate 
in x. In this sense, it %would not be possible to find any difference between individuals 
and discrinýnatc between the "good" and the "bad". 
These are only two exrunples where the maximum utility Nvill not be contained within 
the span of the data, but one could possibly think of similar situations. The non- 
parametric estimation procedure followed in this work wssunim., that an optimal solution 
exists within the span of the data. Therefore, it is always important to study the na- 
ture of the utility structure in order to detect situations such as these, where different 
approaches should be follouvd. 
3.2 Non-parametric estimation 
The objective of the present section is to formulate the problem using a Gaussian kernel 
for the estimation of 3. The aim is to find the window width h that will be best for 
22 
expected utility. The asyniptotic properties of the Was and mriance of the (stimate 
of 6 and the fact that in this application n will be usually very large are taken into 
consideration. 
Taking (3.8) with weights wj and letting h be the window width 
A, s x. (y, - c) o 
Xlx, -I (3.10) 
n) It 
1n 37'x, 
nh 
E X'XT (Y' - c) 11,2 
X6 
Iml 
IL 
Here, the factor I is eliminated because the root of As will be the same if this constant 'ý MOT 0 
is included or not. Also, mi estimate for 0 would be given by ýh 'ý- 16 the 
subindex It in ýh indicates that it is an estimate of 3 that depends on the value of It, 
the window width of the kernel function used. lloi%-e%vr, to make the estimation process 
more stable, the expectation of A, 'g is uscd, using instead ýt, -0- [E (A' I t j) ]- Aq where 
1 Tf- 
_C) 
( )0( 
(3-12) Ev (A$) 
nh 
XIX, kpz, h2 h 
where the expectation is taken over y. Expanding p,, around OTX =1 and keeping only 
first order terms so that p. t- p+ (OTX _ 1) pi giVeS 
Ey (A') t--- -IaT 
Xi -1 (3.13) ý-h x'xTpý /I h 
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If a logistic modcl such as the onc used in the previous section is mssumed for p, then 
Ey (A, g) 
bc(l - c) ft ii"x. -i (1.1 ý1) nhý xixT lt lt 
where b= [log (, ', ) - yo]. Here, the root of (3.3) is given by 0= -tl [log (, ', ) - -to) 
so px = exp(-f. 
+bgrz) 
and its derivative with r(-., I)(, vt to 3Tx is 1/, = bp, (I - p, ), which I+exp(. Yo+bo'z) 
evaluated at 6TX =1 giVeS ly = bC (I _ C). 
A 3.3 Approximations for bias and variance Of A 
To obtain approximations for the bias and %-aria"Ce of ýhl a set of functions of the scove-, 
involving expectations of functions of x and p, will be defined. This will help sitnpli(, y 
notation in the later calculations. Let 
Al. = [x (p - c) 1 3"x = s] 
E,, [xx(p, -r)13'x=s] 
IV, = [xxTp,, (I - p,, ) I OTX = 5] 
(3-15) 
(3.16) 
(3-17) 
where the subindex indicates the expectation is over x. The true value of the parameter 3, 
is given by Af = Af, =0 (in every case, the absence of argument will indicate evaluation of 
the function at s= RTx = I). Suppose that N is obtained using [E (A$)] -1 As 
where A,, and E (A' , q) are as 
defined in the previous section. Then the bias and %-ariance 
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of ý,, are 
Bias (ýh) Eli [ýIt - 3] =-( El, (A, 'q) ]-1 Ey (Aj) 
Var(&) [El, (A, ', )]-' Var, (AI) (Ey (A$')]-' 
Ifere, the subindex indicates expectation is over y. Ushig (3-10), (3-12), and the above 
expressions for Af,, N,, and It'. the expectatiotis become 
El, (Ag) I E. '11.6 
q 91 (3.18) h 
Ey (A, ', ) T2- E. 
[IV, (. 5 
hh 
(3.19) 
Var, (As) =ýE, I1 02 (3.20) 
nh2 
I (s 
h 
')] 
Expectations are now taken over the distribution of s with density g, A Pr (O'x < s) ds 
and 0 represents the standard normal density. That is 
11u2 
(3.21) 72: 7 cxp121' 
Changing mariable to u= "' so that du = -ids and s=1+ hu gives hh 
+co 
Ey (A$) = ÖuJ%11+hu-ql+hudu 
Expanding each function using a Taylor series, keeping only first order terms will give 
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Afl+hu = Afl + Af1hu + 14111th2U2, 21 since Af, =0 by definition and gl+hu t-- g, + gl1hu. 
Therefore the product of these t%%v functions is approximatexI rLq 
Afigi +, Aflglhu + Aflglhtt + Aflglh2 112 + 
jAf 
I gljj2t, 
2 + 
IAI 
II 91h 
3113 
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where only the term in U2 will survive. This happvtis hecause on one hand All = 0, which 
leaves out the first term, and on the otlivr, bennuse fliv exi)(T. tation of ternis having odd 
+00 
powers of u are zero since 0. is standard nonnal. Since f 100 Ouu2du =I then 
+00 
Ey (Ac) = O. All+hugl+hudit -h2 11119 
1+ iAf" (3.22) 
f 
00 
12 
91 
An analogous argument is followed in order to obtain the next approximation 
1 +CIC 
Ey (A')= -TI [Ng'+ iV. q) (3.23) 
- 00 
For the approximation of Var'. (A, 3), the rariable change u= 
vr2(s- 1) 
so that du = 'V"-ds hh 
and s=1+hg 72 U 'lcs 
Var, (Aß) =10,111, ff du ! -- 
1 
Ivg 1+-- 
'51 
ug 1U 
log 
Here AP, el Al", and N' indicate deri%-atives with respect to s. Using these expressions 
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the bias and %uriance for ilh become 
Bias (ýh) t-- -h2 [N9L + N']-l ll'gL + 
! 
Af" -It 2a 
11 
2 
Var (ý, h) t--- 
I 
[N9L + N] 1 1'[IVgL + Nl -1=1B (3.25) 
nlt%14-rg 
ýTh 
where 
0 
A log y 
[NgL + N]-1 AllgL +I Af 11 
12] 
and 
[N9L + Nj-1 It" [Ngj, + N]-l V4- -7r g 
3.4 Optimal window width It 
Now the objecti%v iS to ChooSe 
ýh in order to maximise E h. Since an approximation 
to U can be giNvn by Ua,, S- UO + 
(3h 
- 3) 
T 
U, 
g + 13) 
T 
U001 (ýh where 
0 and U,, 'g' is as in (3.2), then 
E (UA,, ) = Uýj + ý' 
[Bias (ý4h) T 
U, 3Bias 
(jh) + tr (Var 
0h) 
X U8,01 
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Maximising with respect to h and substituting Ow expr msions for I)irLq and mrianev 
where appropriate gives 
h cx n-1/5 (3.26) 
It is worth noting that the formula for It is proportional to n-1/3 which is of saniv 
order of magnitude as the optimal window width that Silverman (1986) fitids for detisity 
estimation using kernel functions. 
3.5 Special Cases 
3.5.1 Probability of success as function of the score 
When the probability of success is defined entirely by the score, that is, when p, = 
then a significant simplification of the above expressions is possible. In this case the 
follouing changes apply 
, 14, = (P.. - 
(. 
) 
/I. 
where p, = E,, [x I flr, = s]. It follows that Al =0 c* p=c. Also 
c) 1ý, 
N=O 
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= Ex 
[XXT I OTX where V, 
It"s = 1), 0-P. ) V. 
It" = C(I-C)V 
Here, 
1ý11. + (P. -'r) 11' 
Af, 
= 1ý11 
(ps -014 
Airl = jPjj + 21ýjt' 
V. 
pIv, 
From the abo%v exprmions o, B, and U, 3' change in the following way, thus sinipli(ving 
the bias and variance of ý,,. 
V-1 9L + 
11/1 
+/1* = V-1i 21/) 
B V-1 
"v 7rg (pp)2 14 
UOI - (OT3) 
Vg 
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where 
o-(1; 
/'\ 
- 
The exprcssion for optimum h is simplified accordingly: 
c(l -c)r (3.27) 
4V4-7rng (li)2 (5. "V-16 
where r is again flic number of co%uriates. 
3.5.2 Probability of success given by a logistic model 
In this case, the probability of success is given býv a specific known model, for example 
p, may be logistic. Then logit (p,, ) = -ro + -f'x, and at the solution, a= -f1b, where 
log fil'. ) - -yo so 
p. bc (1 - c) 
'92 
p, Vc r) (I - 2c) (qS2 
If these values for the deri%-atives of p, are taken, then 6 changes to 
9L+ 
I 
b(I-2c) 
2 
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the bias and %wiancc are reduced to 
Bias W) 
(gl. 
+ 
lb 
(I - 2c)) + (3.28) 2 
Var I V-1 (3.29) 
0m) 
t 
till V4--7rgb2'C (I - C) 
and h can be written as 
(3.30) 
4 vf4 7rngb2C (11, -71-6 
1- 
3.5.3 Normal distribution for covariates x 
SUPPOSC X-N (m, ý). Then 3rx -N (Yrrn, 3r! ý, 3). If X is a vector formed by x and 
2 OTx so that X= ýrj then the distribution of X is given by 
: gß 
3T: gß 
When OT: g# is different from zero so that (3T: g', jj) -I exists, the conditional distribution 
of x given OTX =S is also multh-ariate normal with mean and variance given by 
p. =E(xißTx=s)=m+: gý3 
(' 
ß) 
(ý, 
- ßT. 
) (3.31) 
Var (X 1 ßTX = S) =: g _ _Iß_ (3.32) 
ýfr g6 
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Using thesc expressions, it follou-, that 
E [x I OTX fit + :01) (1 -0,710 (3.33) 
VIA 
's 
(3.3-1) 
The expressions for the density of 07'x are 
g, 87Z = exp 
1 (0 Tx- #T tn) 
2 
2 
vr2-r 
V7ý, 
ý 
=I exp -I 
(I - 3Tin)2 
2 3"'YJ3 V2- -7r Y; 3 
9L = _I 
(I - 3rin) 
2 07': ý3 
Also 
Var (x 1 ßTX = 1) =E 
(XXT 1 ßTX = 1) - mm 
T 
Var (x 1 3Tx 
: ý; 33T7. 
. IT ýP 
So 
V=E xx 
Ti 
OYTX 
T+ 
wT: g 
0 71 0 
Where 14 is given from the expression above. These values can then be introduced in 
(3.26), (3.27), or (3.30) depending on the particular case. 
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Chapter 4 
Cross-validation and Empirical 
Assessment of Estimates 
4.1 Cross-validation corrections 
Men estimating parameters using data samples, there is al%,. -. iys the risk of over-fitting. 
This is because the data is used both to estimate the parameter and to judge its per- 
formance, and therefore, gives a retrospectivv wssessnicift of it. This means that the 
estimate of the parameter adapts to the particular data set used to obtain it. Therefore, 
when assessing its performance using the same data set, the results may be misleading, 
perhaps looking better than they would if using a different data set. Usually, this problem 
is overcome by carr)ing out a cross-malidation process. This process lielps eliminate the 
effect that the particular data set under study lirus on the estimation of the parameters. 
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The following idea for estimating cross- val idation correction terins cotiiN from Eguchi 
and Copas (2002). We start by judging the performance of the estimates obtained using 
the actual utility coming from the data set. 
The retrospective assessment of ýh, based on estimated utility, is given by 
0=In (4.1) 
,, 
E 1(0,. ) 
(ý'h'Ti 
(Yi 
1221 
(. T 
where the argument lahTi - 1) of the indicator function decides for which observations 
the difference (yj - c) will be summed up. Now, Suppose & is calculated from the same 
data, but removing the ith obscr%-ation from the estimation process, giving 4('). Then, h 
the cross-validated version of (4.1) is 
n 
(J(CV) 1(0,00) 
WT 
xi (yi - C) (4.2) h 
lloweivr, to calculate this in practice urould represent a time and resource consuming 
process when the sample size is somewhat large. In this case, an approximation of the 
correction can be obtained following a procedure similar to the estimating process itself. 
The idea is to start with the functions (3.10) and (3.13). In the latter, p! is substituted 
by its logistic regression estimate, so p' =c (1 - c) (log I 'c - -to) = bc 
(1 - c) to give 
function 
Bi =- xiz 
T() (4.3) 
nh h 
0( h 
Then the %-alue of the functions removing the ith observation, denoted by A(') and B(') 13 1 
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are 
A') 
'elq - -L 
T 
0 
nit 
xi (m - C) 0(h 
B 
(- 1c 
(I - c) bxjXT 
nit It It 
Bo -A 
Here iri and Di give the part of the function corresponding to the ith obsem-ation, and 
which are removed from the sum. These values are of order n' and, therefore, relatively 
small. So, using the same argument as before for estimating 0, the estimate for 3 
remo%ing the ith obsen-ation, is approximated with 
ý(i) -0- (B, 9 - Di)-1 (Aß - ci) 
And, since ýh =0- [Bo]-l Ao, then 
Mi) 
- 
ýh 
ý, e (B, 9)-1 A3 - (B, 9 - Di)-1 (Ag - ci) 
Let 
(B, ß - Di)-1 = Bil + Ei 
From this expression, (Bj - Dj) (Bj' + Ej) = I. So considering Ej and Di are small and 
consequently their product, it follows that Ej c-- BjDjBj1. Using this approximation, 
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so that (Bs - Dj)-l -- Bil + B; 'D. B; ' and since D; 'D, Dý'c, is also small, then a360 
+ BilDiBi') 
- fl$'1$ - DL? 1l1ß 
= B$1-1 «i - De Di 1 A, 9) 
Now, considering a difference betuven ^ (i)T xj and 
^T - (f)T ýr Oh xjý hx, +caiid 
also that A. 1 is zero at the solution 
ei Z-» Cios-Ixi 
and introducing the expression for ej then 
ei ý-- 
10 ßTXi -1 (y, _ e) (XTB; IX, ) (4.6) nh 
(hi 
The cross-%-alidated version of utility becomes. 
Ü(CV) (KXi 
+ ei - 1) (Yi - C) 
where ej is given by (4-6). This will be used when comparing, for particular data sets, 
the non-parametric estimates and the estimates obtained using a parametric procedure. 
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4-1.1 Cross-validation correction for logistic regression estimates 
Even though logistic regression estimates are asymptotically best and are, therefore, not 
really exposed to the dangers of o%vr-fitting, here we will ciilculate a cross-mlidation 
correction term for them. Sincc comparisons betwmn non-patrametric and logistic regr(-.. 4- 
sion estimates in different situations will be presented, this is just to stan(lardisc these 
comparisom. 
In this case, the assumption is that the data arise from an underlying logistic modd, 
that is p,, = Pr (yj = llxi) is given by 
T 
e're ze, 
Ar, TZ., + eyc 
where here y,, denotes the vector of parameters including the intercept term yo and xj = 
(1, X16 X21v ---v Xi) is the vector of values of the r comariates for observation i including a 
I for the intercept term. The deri%-ative of the log-likelihood function, which equalled to 
zero and solved for -y,, gives maximum likelihood estimators is 
Ay =a log Lr. = O-Y, 
E 
xi (yi - pi) 
and its deri%-ative 
By pi (1 - pi) xjx'j 
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So, again, the versions of these functions where the ith obsemation is rvinoml are 
Aý) -'2 Aly - Xi (Yi - pi) = Ae - fi 
BM =B- If y 
(-Pi pi) xixT) = Bv - Di 
where ci = xi (yi - pi) and Di = -pi (1 - pi) xix7, * are relatively sinall. 
W Now, -t, and -t,: are estimated in the following way 
j(6) -- -tý - [Bt - DjJ-1 [A., - cil c 
So it follou-s that the difference betuven these two is 
j( )-j, t-- B; 'A,, - [By - Dil-1 (A., - cil (4.7) 
To find an approximation for (B., - Di)-' consider 
(B. v - Dj)-' = B; l 
Di) (B. -, '+ E) =I 
Since DiE is small then 
E 
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And inserting this into (4.7) gives 
i, (') - ý, t-- B; ltl., - [B; l + B; 'DiB; '] [A., - cil 
-(i) , At, - je 
This approximation considcrs that DýIDjDýIcj is small and that is zcro 
because A., is zero at the solution for -y,. 
Also, in the notation uscxl before 
R) 
, 
i(i) 
Ln -ý! - 
'r log (I -C) - %(i) 
where here ý() ' 'ý (71,72, ..., -t,. ) does not include the parameter estimate for the intercept 
term, denoted by j (') in the same expression. This estimate for 0 is then introduced into 76 
the expression for calculating utility, giving 
n 
U WV IR 1 (0,0 0) 
OLR 
Xi - 1) (Yi - C) (4.8) 
where xi = (xii, x2,,..., X. ) 
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4.2 Behaviour of estimates and comparison with lo- 
gistic regression estimates 
Two examples to illustrate the theory presental above will be exploral in this section. 
This will provide an idea of the behaviour of the estimates of the parameters and also how 
this is reflected in estimation of the utility, which is the ultimate objective. The examples 
are bwsed on simulation of data and mniple calculations of the quantities of interust. The 
first axample explores these behaviours when the underlying model generating the data 
is logistic; the second example explores the same when the underlying model generating 
the data is an extreme %ýaluc or Cumbel model. This will lielp illustrate the importance 
of using the appropriate model and the advantages of the non-parametric procedure 
when working with data whicli is clearly not logistic. As mentioned earlier there is 
an inevitable amount of over-fitting present at the moment of estimating, especially in 
the non-parametric procedure. Therefore, a comparison betwven non-cross%-alidated and 
cross-%-. didated estimates of utility is gi%vn. 
Even though only the Cumbel model is presented for the case when the underlyirig 
process is not logistic, several other models were tested, both for the multi,. -ariate and 
the univariate case. These models included a biased logistic of the form 
,,, +"r, 
(1/0) 
Pz I+ eyo, +Irz 
) 
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where different valtics of a were tried. A Weibull model of the form 
Ifr 
pt =b 
(exp 'Yo +^b X-a)) 
was also tried, giving different values to the parameters a and b. In every czww, the 
non-parmnetric procedure had a better performance than logistic regression in terms of 
estimated utility. Hov., ever, differences in this quantity were greater for models that Nvere 
more biased with respect to the logistic one. 
The sample size used for the examples presented is 20,000 obsemations. This is 
used because figures of this size are common in the credit application setting. It is 
important to mention that the results obtained arc based on approximations that %, ork 
well in the Iiinit and therefore, a large sample size is assumed. llo%,. -c%-cr, smaller sample 
sizes were tried (although not reported). When the sample size is reduced, the rariance 
automatically increases and therefore, the optimal window width h necessarily increues 
as ivell. This is translated in estimates which are less precise since the local procedure 
is expanded. The results for smaller sample sizes did not differ greatly from the results 
using 20,000 obser, %-ations. However, when using very small sample sizes (for example, 
500), the estimation procedure became somewhat unstable. 
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4.2.1 Example A- Logistic Generation 
The settings for the first example are the following 
010.7 
AWN 
0 0.7 1 
-YO =-1 
(015) 
e- 
I+xl+0.5; r2 
pl = 
Ce04-fT, 
=1 
C-1+ZI+Oýst2 
O'crue, = 
0-5) (I 
sample size = 20,000 
The optimal %-alue for h, using this setting is around h=0.19. According to these 
values, 1,000 samples of 20,000 observations were generated for each of 11 values of h, 
ranging from 0.15 to 0.35. Also, for each of these samples, 20,000 observations of a 
uniform random variable in the interval [0,1) %vere generated. Using pi as above, the 
response variable y for each of the observations was assigned by making y=1 for each 
observation where p, was greater than the uniform random variable and y=0 otherwise. 
Figure 4.2.1.1 presents the results of simulating 1,000 of these samples for cach %-alue 
of h and for each type of estimate (non-parametric and logistic regression). Plots (a) 
and (b) show non-parametric estimates of fl, and 62 are positively biased and that this 
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bias increases with It as %wis cxl)cct(A from the theory. They also show that the logistic 
regression estimates coincide almost exactly with the true %ulue of the paranieters., which 
was expected, since the process generating the data is logistic. Of course, the logistic 
regression estimates do not vary with h. The effects of owrfitting are shown in Plot (r) 
of the same figure, where the non-parametric estimate of utility per 100,000 observations 
exceeds the logistic regression one for several values of h. Once the cross-validation 
correction is applied to the estimates, then utility for the non-parametric procedure 
decreases and goes below the one for logistic regression. In this example, some %mities 
of the non-parametric cross-%-alidated estimate of utility go a little bit above the logistic 
regression estimate (which is also cross-malidated). This is happening because different 
samples where taken at each %-alue of h to calculate each estimate. Ilowever, in simulations 
where the same sample %%-as used to calculate both estimates, the non-parametric cross- 
%ulidated estimate of utility always fell below the logistic regression one. It is worth noting 
that while the cross--. -alidation correction makes a big difference for the non-parametric 
estimate, it is hardly noticeable for the logistic regression one, which is in line with the 
theory. 
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4.2.2 Example B- Gunibel Generation 
The second examplc explores the behaviour of non-parametric and logistic regression 
estimates when the process generating the data is not logistic. Here a Gumbel inodel is 
assumed for p, The actual model used %%w 
Pz = exp (-Cxp Hto - -Y, X)) 
'YO = -1 
'Y = 0.5) 
(I 
while everything else remained the same, including the size of the simulation process. 
However, the range of %-, ducs of h used N%-cnt from 0.18 to 0.33. Plots (a) and (b) of 
Figure 4.2.2.1 show the non-pararnetric and logistic regression estimates of 01 and ý32 as 
well as the true values of the parameters (fl, = 0.7318 and 82 = 0.3659). In these cases, 
tile non-parametric estimates are closer to the 'true' quantities for several values of h. 
Plot (c) sho%vs cross-,. -alidated estimates of utility per 100,000 observations. It can be 
seen that the non-parametric estimate of utility exceeds the logistic regression estimate 
in every case, although this is more evident for values of h ranging between 0.225 and 
0.285. It is worth mentioning that the calculation for optimal h gives a value of 0.266. 
This is obtained making use of (3.27) and from the plot, it looks as though the utility 
is actually larger around this point. Once again, it is evident that tile cross-%-alidation 
correction is larger for the non-parametric estimate of utility and also, logistic regression 
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estimates do not %"ary o%vr the range of It, except due to sampling efrmts. 
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Chapter 5 
Univariate Case 
5.1 Pararnetrisation and Estimation 
This chapter refers to the case of only one co%-ariate. The parametrisation used here was 
somewhat different. This is because with only one cov-ariate, there is only need for one 
parameter which coincides with the cut-off point. This limit, say k, is a point above or 
below which all individuals will be considered (accepted, treated, etc. ) and the coefficient 
on x becomes redundant. This parametrisation, however, is completely analogous to the 
one described in §3 for the case of only one co%-. uiate. In that case the utility function is 
given by 
U. 6= 
f 
(p,, - c) fýdx 
, 6z>l 
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implying that the integral is calculatcA on the interml x> 1113 (0 ig 0). Using the 
previous results for calculating the derivative for Uo, this would be 
a1 
j, -3 Uo = C) A Is 
and maxiiinuin utility would be obtained at the root in 1/0 of 
pl/, s ý 
For example, in the logistic, setting this would mean that maximum utility is obtahied 
at 
log (ICC) 
log (I C 
Y1 
C) - -to 
where g, =I "Pý""') This is equiv-,, dent to the result obtained in the present chapter, +exp(, Yo+-F, Z) * 
as will be seen, where k= 1/0. All the calculations are repeated because the case of one 
covariate is much simpler and has a direct application in quantal bioassay, so it is worth 
discussing. Also, the impfications of §7 are obviously not present here, since the estimate 
of k is optimal for utility and, therefore, it includes any Optimal relocation of x. 
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The utility function is now 
uký f 0), - C) f,, dx 
z>k 
(5.1) 
Parametrising in this may has certain a(h-antagm that will become evident ms ur go 
along. The first is that the deri%-, xti%vs and the maximising procedure arc% much simpler. 
Here, derivatives are taken with respect to k. 
0 
D7t Uklý2 - (Pk - C) (5.2) 
So, in this case, the maximum utility is found when k is such that pk = c. For example, 
if p,, is given by the logistic model urith parameters -to and -yj then 
log -to kopt 
Since usually p, is not knoum, a procedure similar to the one mentioned in the tnul- 
th-ariate case uill be used to estimate k. Let us define Ak EkS 
Ak= 
, 
(Y, _C), 
xi -k (5.3) 
nh, 
E(h) 
where the kernel is defined by 0 the standard normal density function e%-aluated h 
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at I L: --k. The expectation of elk is js 
ýTh 
In the sum, the largest weights, 0 will be given to the ottservations which are h 
close to k and (5.4) will become zero at the value of k where 1), is equal to c. 11, HIN 
sense, ilk is just a non-parainctric approximation to (5.2). If k is a root of Ak theii 
kh k- JEI, (A' Ak, and k, % will give a non-parametric estimate of k. Again, the 
expectation of Ak is taken to make the estimation process more stable. Also, tli(,, - subindex 
h in kh indicates that the estimate of k depends on the value of the window width (it). 
Here A, k, wid El, (Ak) are given by 
n 
A'k ýi-E(yi-c) 12 
j=I 
)0( 
E (Aj, ) = ýj- 
Z( 
ý3 
v - e) 
( 
a=I 
And expanding p,, around k, keeping only first order terms will give 
II Xi -k2 -k) (3-6) EY (Ak)'ý ý-hPl hh 
where pk denotes the first deri, %-ati%-c of p.,, with respect to x, maluated at the %-alue k. 
So (5.3) and (5.6) are the functions that nill be used in the non-parametric estimation 
procedure. In such procedure, the logistic regression estimate of 1ýjL is used. 
so 
5.2 Approximations for bias and variance of ki, 
It is important to calculate the bias and variance Of khbecausc the final objective is to 
choose a kh in order to maximise E (Uk,, ) and this will depend on the choice of It. The 
bins and the %uriance are obtained so that an optimal value of the window width It cim 
be approximated and wilues around this figure tested in order to search for the cstiniate 
of k that gives the maximum utility. 
We have that 
Bias (kh) = Ey 
[k-h 
- k] s-- - [Ey Ey (Ak) (5.7) 
Var (kh) t-. - [Ey (Ak)] -2 Vary 
(Ak) (5.8) 
To find approximations for E. (Ak), El, (A') and Vary (Ak) 11hylor expansions will be 
used. Starting with Ey (Ak), wa have 
Ey (Ak) =I- C) 0 
x, k 
ýT (Pz h 
x 
TI(p,, -c)O( h 
f,, dx 
z 
If we do the mariable change u= 1-hk and expand, keeping only first order terms, this 
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will become 
Ey (. 'lk) Z-- + hu; / +1 hu'p" -c (f + Ituf ') 0 (u) du 
f (P 
2 
U 
h2 
liýf, 
+ 
In the expressions above, the lack of sufffix in the ftinctions p and f, atid their deriv-ativu-4 
indicates that they are evaluated at k. Also, at k, p is equal to c. For El, (11'k) %%v haw 
Ev (Ak) (p, - C) 
( Xi 
h 
k) 
0 
(xi 
h 
k) 
nh2 
ý 
I 
_c)(xi-k) 
(x-k) 
T2- h f,, dx 
Again changing variable and expanding gives 
Ey (Q t-- 
I 
(p + hupý - c) (f + huf) uOudu s-- pf hf 
u 
So the bias of k-h is given by 
Bias ce -h 
2(1) (pýf'+ lp"f) t-- -h2 
(fL 
+ 
'P") (5.9) (kh) 
Plf 
5 ý7 
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where 
d 109 fx Izak ýý 
d 
pt lxmk dx 
(J2 
dX2P' 
lz-k 
The variance of Ak is given by 
n 
Vary (Ak) Ep, (I-p, ). 2 xj-k 
n2h2 
C-- vx pz 
xk) f-. dx 
nh2 h 
Now tile variable change is: uh ") and, after expanding, the variance is approxi- 
mated as 
Varv (Ak) 
ILpp 
(t. )) f (t. ) O. du ý47r 
I 
u 
1c 
(1 - c) fOudu Th ýWr 
u 
11 
Th 74=7r c C) 
f 
where t,, J hu + k. So finally, the mariance of k-h is given by ; r2 
Var 
(ih) 11 C(l - C) 
(Pjf)2 -C)f h747r (pf)2 f ; ý11747r 
C (I Wr T 
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5.3 Optimal window width It 
The main objective is to nuuitnisc expected utility, so this is the idea that will be usvd 
to calculate the optimal window width. We already haw the first derivative of utility 
(5.2), the second deri%-ati%v is given by 
02 
Ok2 
(Uk) 
Utility muluated at k-h may be expanded around k as 
)2 Uk r, Uk ýý- Uk k) Uk+ k It 
2 
Since Uk' is zero, the expectation is approximated as 
1 )21 it E (uk) ý'- uk + E[(k-k Uý 
And since 
Var (kh) t-- E (k-h2) - E2 
(k. 
h) 
Bias (kh) =E 
(kh- k) =E 
(k-h) 
-k 
(5.11) 
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Then, expected utility is approximated as 
E (Uk) = Uk + Ukll Var (kh) + Bias' (kh)] 
Let 
Bias 
(k-h) 
t-- -h2ii. 
1 
Var (k-h) t-- ;TB. ýTh 
where 
au =A+1 
pil 
2 pl 
Bu c(1 c) 
%(4-7r W)2 f 
To maximise expected utility, %ve take the derivative with respect to h and equal to 
zero. This gives 
a23 
Ukil 
1 
Th E (Uj) 2 a. h_ 2nh2 
A, Uk", 
0 4a 2 h, 5Uk" - 
! B. Uk" un 
And solving for h gives 
1 B. 1/5 
oc n-1/5 4n a2 u 
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Here, the optimal h is again of same order of magnitude rw the optimal window width 
found by Silverman (1986) for density estimation using kernels. Tlicse expra, 74ions can 
also be simplified for the special cases when the probability of success is a ftinction of Ow 
score, when probability of success is gi%vn by a logistic function, anti when the covariate 
is normally distributed. 
5.4 Link to quantal bioassay 
Quantal. bioassays are a type of study carried out in fields such as toxicology and pliar- 
macology. The aim is to assess the toxic effect of substances or the effective action of a 
drug or maccine. In these types of study, deaths or other binary responses are measured 
after the subjects have been exposed to the drug in study at different dose levels. Usually, 
the median effective dose is sought (ED50). This is the dose level at which 50% of the 
subjects have reached the status looked for (death, development of tumour, etc. ). 
In quantal bioassays, the underlying assumption is that the observed reaction y, of 
the ith subject (for example yj =0 no reaction, y, =I reaction) at the log dose level 
xi results from a Bernoulli trial with probability p,, and that these Bernoulli trials are 
independent for different subjects. Here, p: R ---* [0,11 denotes the dose-response curve. 
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The distribution for yj is given by 
Pr(yi=llxi) = pr, 
Pr(yi=Olxd) = 1-1),, 
i= 
The log effective doses at which 100a% of individuals react are called the functionals 
of p. Another assumption is that p,, is strictly monotone increasing (approaching 0 and I 
as asymptotes) in order that its specific functionals are well defined for 0<a<1. The 
estimation of the curve p and of the functionals of p is the aim of the statistical analysis 
in quantal bioassay. The usual approach for the estimation of the functionals is 
(log kDa) = P-' (a) 
where p-' is the inverse function of the dose-response curve. 
So once the dose-response curve p is obtained, the functionals are estimated from 
it. Both parametric and non-parametric approaches have been considered in order to 
estimate p. The most commonly used parametric approaches involve the use of logit and 
probit models. In the parametric setting, the method of maximum likelihood generally 
used for estimation reduces the infinite dimensional problem to only a few parameters, 
and yields asymptotic confidence intervals. However, the efficiency of the method is 
centred on the assumption that the true curve follows the assumed model. 
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There are mechanisms such as the biological effecLs of a drug tiction or credit risk 
behaviour which may follow patterns that can be somewhat himsed when comparml to 
logit or probit models. For cascs where the dotic-respowse curve is mastly unknown, 
non-parmnetric methods can provide a good alternative. 
A number of scmi- parametric and non-parametric procedures haw been used to model 
quantal bioassay information, see for example Taylor (1995). or Tsodikov et al (1995). In 
particular, generalized additive models as proposed by Ilastic and Tibshirani (1990), are 
widely mentioned in the literature. The locally-uvighted smoother of Cleveland (1979) 
which is currently called loess in the S statistical computing language call be appli(Il to 
any polynwdal, but local lines are more generally used. Local ly-uvighted stnoothers art! 
popular since they enjoy the best of two worlds. On one hand, they share the ability of 
near-neighbour smoothers; to adapt their bandwidth to the local density of the predictors, 
and on the other, they have the smoothness features of kernel smoothers. In a paper by 
Fan et al (1995), local polynomial kernel regression is applied to a data set consisting of 
dispositions of burn victims and sewral co%-ariates. In this paper, a local linear estimate 
is used to estimate the probability of survi%-al from burns using a transformation of the 
area of third-degree burn. This application can be related to quantal assay. 
Regarding the parametric procedures used to tackle this problem, probit and logit 
models have been used widely, as mentioned earlier. However, a slightly different ap- 
proach may be found in Pack et al (1990). 
The problem of estimating functionals in quantal. bioassay is essentially the same as 
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finding the root of (3.3) as described above. In this case, the %uluv of r stands for fliv 
value of a. The estimation is concentrated around this %ulue, and all the obsemittimis aw 
weighed in order to be used in the calculation. Since the estimation of only one poia, 
and not of the complete dosLresponse curve p is of interest, the results should be, in 
principle, more precise. 
In a paper by MUller and Schmitt (1988) a non-parainctric kernel estimator for the 
dose-response curve is proposed 
ýz =1Kx du b Y' (5-13) 
where so = 0, s,, = 1, si = 1' (di + dj+j), 1i :5n-I is an interpolating sequence of 2 
the doses denoted by di, b is the window Nvidth, and K is any continuous kernel function 
satisfying 
1K (v) dv = 1,1 I1C (v) vdv = 0,1 K (v) v2dv >0 
Also, support(K) = [-1,11, b -* 0, and nb --i. oo as n -+ oo. 
We found that the behaviour of this estimator when the doscs are not equidistant 
is not optimal, and this is only because of the type of kernel function used, as it is 
the only difference between both approaches. This can be seen doing the following 
transformation. If in (5.13) the quantity c is subtracted from both sides of the equation, 
a function equivalent to Ak as in (5.3) is found. Recalling (5.3) and taking P.. -c in 
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(5.13) above gives 
A, t =Ix, - ý (yi - C) 0( It ) AA*: c (1-k 1x 
h)- (1) 
(- 
c) 
[,,,, (si - k) (y 
h 
where so 0, s,, si = 51 (xi + xj+j), 1 :5n-I is again an interpolatitig 2 
sequence of the doses, and -4) (u) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 
The variable d (for the doses) luas been substituted by x. These two functions are now 
equimalent and the malue of k that mah-cs each of them zero will be the quantity we are 
looking for. The only difference between them is the type of kernel function used, since Ak* 
uses the interpolating sequence of doses. This is why the cumulative distribution function 
is used instead of the probability density function. Both functions are normalised so that 
the sum of all the kernel %veights adds up to one. However, this is not necessary because 
the value of k that makes the functions zero will be the same independently of the scaling 
factor. Even though the mentioned paper uses kernel functions with support(K) = [- 1,1] 
a slight adaptation in this sense is made to make the results more comparable and this 
is why gaussian kernels are used. 
To compare the performance of these functions, t%vo artificial data sets were produced. 
A logistic model for p. with parameters -yo = -2 and -yj =4 determined the probability 
of success in 100 observations of log doses ( called x). Two different designs were used, 
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the first one considered equally spaced doses where x= for i=1,.., 100 and it = 100. 
The second one considered a non-equidistant spacing, making a quarter of the set of log 
doses smaller than 0.025, a quarter of this set gTeater than 0.973 and half of the set 
ranging from 0.475 to 0.525. For this design, another 100 observrations were considered. 
The response was obtained by assigning a -vulue of 1 to the doses with p_. greater than 
a uniform random variable in the interval [0,11 and a value of 0 otherwise. A nuige 
of %-alues of h (0.20,0.225,..., 0.35,0.375) Nvas used in order to observe differences in the 
estimates depending on this vulue. Under this logistic model, the smallest probability of 
success is around 0.12 while tile largest is around 0.88. 
The first thing to note is that if c is 0.5, then the malue of k that solves both Ak and 
A; is around 0.5. Figure 5.4.1 shows that for the equidistant spacing design, there is 
no real difference in the performance of the estimates of k that each function produces. 
However, in the non-equidistant spacing design the estimate of k obtained using Ak* for the 
estimation has a larger N-ariance with respect to the estimate given by Ak. Consequently, 
this is also reflected in the mean squared error of the estimate, which is considerably 
larger than the mean squared error for kh using Ak. This exercise was performed in order 
to point out that a kernel function of the type used in AA; is more adequate, independently 
of the distribution of the coN-ariate under study. 
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5.5 Cross-validation corrections 
This section explores the calculation of cross-validation corrections for the c--itimate of 
k using the same idea as for the case of multivariate x seen before. Again, we start Iýy 
judging the performance of the estimates from the actual utility obtained from the data 
set. 
The retrospective assessment Ofkh based on estimated utility is given by 
n 
ou 
I(0,00) (xi - 
k) (yi - C) 
where the subindex in 6. indicates (5.14) is a uni%nriate estimate of utility. Here the 
argument 
(Xi 
- 
k) of the indicator function decides for which obserwitions, the difference 
(yj - c) will be summed up. Now, suppose 
k- is calculated from the same data, but 
removing the ith observation from the estimation process, giving k-(). Then, the cross- 
malidated version of (5.14) is 
n 
Cj, lcvl i(o, oo) 
(xi 
- k(i)) (yi - c) (5.15) 
Since this process is difficult in practice when the sample size is somewhat large, an 
approximation of the correction can be obtained, following a procedure similar to the 
estimating process itself. The idea, as before, is to start with the functions (5.3) and 
(5.6). In the latter, pk is substituted by its logistic regression estimate, So Ak --: ' 'C (1 - C) 
to give function B1,. From these, the value of the functions removing the ith obser-. -ation, 
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denoted by A(') and B(') arc kk 
Ak(') Ak -1 (yi - C) 0= 
Ak 
ýh 
(h) 
Bk(') Bk - 
Ic 
(1 - c) -y 
Xi -k20 
(xi 
- k) 
= Bk- D. nh 
(h)h 
where ci and Di give the part of the function corresponding to the ith obsemation, and 
which are removed from the sum. So, using the same argument as before for estimating 
k, the estimate for k removing the ith observation k-(') is 0h 
M') k 
Ak - fi 
h- Bk 
- Di 
And, SinCC kh =k- -AIL, then Bk 
A't Ak - ci 
Bk Bk - Di 
Let 
11+ Ei ý U- Bi, - Di k 
From this expression, considering Ej and Di are small and therefore their product, it 
A foflours that Ei and 
Z i) Ak+ Di (At - ei) - h( ý-- h+ «- Wk2- uk- 
( 
Uk 
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en- Since is again small and A,, is zero at the solution by definition, then Dk 
k. (i) Pý 
1(- 
h 
kh 
+Bk ' 
So finally 
V'1 xi -k 
h( -ý 
kh + Bý I 
[nlt 
(yi - C) 0( /I 
)l 
When kh(') as above is used in (5.15) then the cross-N-alidated approximation to utility is 
obtained. This will be used when comparing, for particular data sets, the non-parametric 
estimates and the estimates obtained using a parametric procedure. 
To obtain the analogue of a cross-validation correction for the logistic regression 
estimate in the univariate parametrisation, again the assumption is that the data arise 
from an underlying logistic model, that is p.,, = Pr (yj =1 1xi) is gi%vn by 
e'yo-",, Ti 
+ e'vo+'Y, -Ti 
The derivative of the log-lik-elihood function, which equalled to zero mid sol%vd for -yo 
and -yj gives maximum likelihood estimators is 
A^f a log L., xi (yi - pi) = ýTc- 
where here -ff = (-to, -tl) and xi = (1, xi) for each obscmtion. The derimative of A., is 
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given by 
A' 
f= Bf =-1: pi (1 - pi) xjx', 
ý 
These functions are just the same as the ones used in the multh-ariate case and to 
obtain the estimate for j(') exactly the same steps arc follouv(j. So, again, C 
i(i) , i. 
where here ci = xi (yj - pi). Also, in the notation used before 
log( c )-I(i) 
c0 LR i(i) 
where here j(') does not include the intercept term, denoted by j(') 10 in the same expression. 
This estimate for k is then introduced in the expression for calculating utility, giving 
.()11n 
ULýýu xi - V) -nE I(O'co) 
( 
LR) (Yi - C) 
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5.6 Behaviour of estimates and comparison with lo- 
gistic regression estimates under different under- 
lying models 
In this section, some examples to illustrate the theory presented above will be explored. 
This will help in two ways, the first one will be to obtain an empirical assessment of 
the results and it will also provide a comparison against traditional procedures. As 
a complement, an evaluation on the goodness of the non-parametric method will be 
obtained. The idea will be to artificially produce an example and then observe what 
happens when the results presented above are applied to it. A simulation procedure 
will be carried out and estimates of N-ariance, bias and mean squared error of k-hwill be 
compared to the theory presented here. 
The simulation procedure Nvill also help compare the behaviour of logistic regression 
estimates and estimates obtained by the non-parametric procedure. As mentioned earlier, 
some over-fitting may occur when estimating. Therefore, a comparison between non- 
crossN-alidated and cross-validated estimates is also given. The simulation process will 
consider two different situations. For the first one, a logistic underlying model will be 
used, and for the second one a Gumbel, and consequently biased, model will generate 
the data. This will help illustrate the importance of using the appropriate model. When 
the process generating the data is relatively close to a logistic procedure, then this is 
always the best model to use. However, when the data do not correspond more or less to 
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a logistic generating process, using this model may produce sub-optinial estimate. 4. For 
these cases a non-parametric procedure such as the One suggested here would repre-sent 
a better choice. 
5.6.1 Example A- Logistic Generation 
The settings for the first example are the following 
x-N (0,1) 
-to = -0.5 and -yj = 0.5 
e-10+71, C e-0.5+0.5x Pz 
+ e'*+"" + e-0-54-0-ft 
0.5 
k-, t.., =1 
sample size = 20,000 
r%_ 
Fur Plot (a) of Figure 5.6.1.1,200 samples of 20,000 observations having x, N (0,1) 
are obtained for each of 17 malues of k, the cutoff 
k= (-0.2,0,0.2,..., 2.6,2.8,3.0) 
Responses are simulated by generating a uniform random , rariable in the inten. -al. [0,1) 
and assigning y=1 if p.,, (applying the logistic model given to each individual in the 
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sample) is greater than this variable and V=0 otherwise. The average utility, calculated 
using (5.14), of these 200 samples is plotted against the values of k. It can be swn diat 
this is a smooth function, achieving a unique maximum and that this maximum is around 
1,020 units per 100,000 observations at k=1. For the credit card example this ineans 
that for every 100,000 applications where only individuals having x ', ý- .I are accepted and 
given credit, a utility of 1,020 units of profit may be expected, when the above setting, 4 
are met. 
A simulation process consisting of 1,000 samples for 11 different values of h, ranging 
from 0.10 to 0.35 and for each type of estimate (non-parametric or logistic regression) 
was produced. The responses Nvere generated by a procedure similar to the one described 
above. The non-parametric estimates of k were obtained by an iterative procedure using 
(5.3) and (5.6). Plots (b), (c), and (d) of Figure 5.6.1.1 illustrate the behaviour of the 
empirical mean squared error, variance and squared bias of the non-parametric estimates 
of k compared to their theoretical counterparts obtained using (5-9) and (5-10). The 
optimal %ralue for h obtained using (5.12) is around 0.188, whicli approximately coincides 
with the value of h for the theoretical minimum of the mean squared error Of kh. This 
happens even though the formula for optimal h Nvas found maximising expected utility, 
so this result is quite reassuring. It can also be seen that simulated N-alues are relatively 
close to theoretical ones in every case. The variance Of kh decreases as h increases and 
the opposite happens with its squared bias, which is what %ve expected from (5.9) and 
(5.10). 
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For Figurc 5.6.1.2, the samc simulation of 1,000 sampl(ýs for m,, li value of It and for 
each type of estimate is used. Plot (a) shows that the non-paranictric estimate of k is 
positively biased and that this bias increases with h as scen before. It also shows that the 
logistic regression estimate coincides almost exactly with the true %"aluc of the parameter, 
which was expected, since the process generating the data is logistic. It is worth men- 
tioning that only the non-parametric estimate varies with h, since obviously this is not a 
factor influencing the logistic regression estimation procedure. The effects of owrfittitig 
are shown in Plot (b) where the non-parametric estimate of utility exceeds the logistic 
regression estimate of this quantity for several , mlucs of h. Once the cross-validation 
correction is applied to the estimates, then utility for the non-parametric procedure de- 
creases and goes below the one for logistic regression (Plot (c)). In this example, some 
values of the non-parametric cross-%-alidated estimate of utility go a little bit above the 
logistic regession estimate (which is also cross-N-alidated). This is happening because 
different samples where taken at each value of h to calculate the estimates. Howmer, 
in simulations where the same sample nras used to calculate both estimates, the non- 
parametric cross-validated estimate of utility alu-ays fell below the logistic regression 
one. It is worth noting that while the cross-%-alidation correction makes a big difference 
for the non-parametric estimate, it is hardly noticeable for the logistic regression one, 
which is what is expected. Also, the average logistic regression estimate of utility is 1, OIG 
units per 100,000 obsenrations which is very close to the a%vrage maximum obtained for 
Plot (a) of Figure 5.6.1-1, that is, 1,020. 
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5.6.2 Example B- Gumbel Generation 
A second example was explored to illustrate the behaviour of these estimates when Ow 
process generating the data is not logistic. Here, a Cumbel model was fu-ýsumml for 
The actual model used was 
PZ = CXP (- exp P -PC, )) 
1.5 
p=1 
while everything else remained the same, including the size of the simulation process. 
Ilowever, the range of values of h used went from 0.12 to 0.22. Responses were simulated 
by generating a uniform random variable in the interval [0,11 and assigning y=I if p,, 
(applying the gumbel model above to each individual in the sample) was greater than 
this %-ariable and y=0 otherwise. Plot (a) of Figure 5.6.2.1 shows the non-pvametric 
and logistic regression estimates of k as well as the true value of the parameter at around 
1.8665. Here, the non-parametric estimate is closer to for several values of h. Plot 
(b) shows cross-validated estimates of utility per 100,000 observations. It can be seen that 
the non-parametric estimate of utility exceeds the logistic regression estimate in almost 
every case, although this is more evident for values of h below 0.16. It is worth mentioning 
that the calculation for optimal h gives a value of 0.121. This is obtained making use 
of (5.12). The smallest value of h considered for the simulation was 0.12 so it may be 
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expected that smaller values of this quantity will result in a decrease of estinvit(A utility. 
This is not shown because the estimating process becomes quite unstable for smaller 
values of h. 
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Chapter 6 
Generalisations 
6.1 Generalisation of non-parametric formulation 
The idea in this section is to introduce a general weight wi in (5.3) as any function of 
the coi-ariates. Consider 
n 
Akg Ewi(yi -C)o 
(xi - 
nh h 
where wi is any function of x. 
In Figure 6.1.1 a picture of Ak using the same observations but different weiglits is 
given. The observations were generated using a logistic model to simulate responses and 
a normal distribution for the covariate x. It can be seen that the three curves share at 
least one root (in this case at x=1, which is the logistic regression solution). 
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Different weights (wj) for Ak 
.1 
Figure 6.1.1 
The procedure described in the previous section is used to obtain a gencralisation for 
the bias and variance of k. The equations become 
a 
Ak = A' =1n 
(xi - ký , 57k k ý-VýW'(Y'-C)ý-h )Y( 
Ey (A,, ) = wpýf 
Ey (Ak) -«. 2 h 
2Wplf fL + 
W' 
+1 
p" 1w 
2pl] 
Vary (Ak) =11 WC (1 - c) f ý -h 74: =7r 
where w and u/ denote the weight function and its first derivative, evaluated at k. The 
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-0.3 
-Wiwi ýw2ax ýw3sx-d(dsl) 
bias and the variance become 
Bias (kh) 
Var(kh) 
Special cases 
hl 
1fL 
+ U, + P" (G. 2) 
w 
11 C(1-C) (6.3) Th 
V64-7r Wf (#)2 
We will consider three special cases that are of interest. These are 
wx =1 
Wz =X 
w= x-d 
In the case of w_. =1 then u/ = 0. When w,. = x, u/ =1 and w=k, and when 
w. =x-d then w' =1 and w=k-d. The approximations for the bim, and %-ariance in 
each case are 
w_- =1 => Bias 
(kh) h2 [fL + IP"] 
2 pl 
Var "C('PIILT7c-fl nh ; 74w 
w,, =x => Bias 
(kh) 
h2 
[f, 
+ .1+ 
1P"] 
k2 p' 
-C AL i Varh 
h- 7ý4'1"r (PI-) rf k nh 
w,, =x-d=:: ý Bias 
(kh) 
= h2 
[fL 
+I+ It] kd2 pl 
I Var 
(kh) 
; Uj7ý4, "r nh w 
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These approximations are just the same as before for the case whell w, = 1, 
Another special case is when the probability of success p_. is given by the logistic 
model with parameters yo and -yl. In this setting the derivatives of p., with respect to x, 
evaluated at Pk =c are 
ylc (1 - 
it =2 p 71c (1 - c) (I - 2c) 
log r- 7 
At the solution, pk = c, this means that k=- 
(T--c)- 2. The %ralue of yl is inserted Irl 
into the equations above to obtain the expressions for bias and variance of kh in each 
case. When w_- =x-d, it is possible to find a value of d such that the bias Of ih Will 
become zero. This might have some ad%-antages which will be explored in more detail in 
§ 7. However, when using the original version of Ak, given by (5.3) a relocation is not 
necessary, since this will be done automatically when estimating the optimal value of k. 
6.2 Generalisation of cost function 
6.2.1 Utility Function 
In §2 the cost of being a failure and the profit of being a success had been considered 
to be constants over all individuals for simplicity. 11owever, this may not be the most 
realistic scenario in most applications. In this Chapter, a gencralisation of the cost will be 
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studied, making it depend on either covariates x as derined before or on other comri. atos 
which do not influence the probability of success, say z, or both. In any case, the cost will 
depend on the outcome of the response %-ariable y. That is, for a same set of covariatoi, 
the profit will in general be different to the loss if the observation turns out to be a failtire 
instead of a success. 
The cost function may be written as p,,,, where subindexes indicate c always depends 
on y and may depend on x, on z, or on both. For the credit card application example 
c... is defined as the profit obtained from an applicant if he is given credit. Then, the 
actual utility for a particular applicant is given by 
, (0, ) (ß'x - 1) c.,., v 
where I is an indicator function in the interval (0, co) with argument OTX _ 1. Then 
E (Ulx, y) =1 (0,00) 
(, OTX _ 1) Ez (Cýr. z, v IX, Y) 
= I(O, oo) 
(pTX 
_ 1) Ez (Cýz, z, YIX) 
since z is conditionally independent of y given x. Now let E, (q,,,, yjx) = m., if y=I and 
1. if y=0. Then 
= J(O, "ý) 
(pTX [M., Pý + 1. E (Ulx) , (1 _ P, ý)j 
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So 
E (Uc) =f (M. ý - IX) 
(P, 
+ 
mz - 11) 
f,, dx (G. -I) 
#T. T>l 
This expression has the same form as the original utility where the costs were coiisidered 
to be constant. 
A special case of this expression is obtained when tn. and 1. are constants, say ritz =aI 
and 1,, = -a2, then 1.,, - m,, = a, + a2 and expected utility reduces to 
E (Uc, ) =1 
07'x>i 
(a, + a2) rx 
a2 
-) f,, dx a, + a2 
This is the case of the original derivation, where a, and a2 add up to one and a2 
6.2.2 Derivatives 
The next step, as in the special case, is to maximise utility and therefore, first and second 
deri%-atives of utility must be obtained. Rorn (6.4) and letting q., = mT - 1, r,, la. qjr 
and g,, = q,, (p. + r. ) f.,, utility is just Uf gdx. So its first derivative with respect 
Orr>1 
to 6, apart from a constant is given by 
a 
TUG a xg. dx 01 
07,. T=l 
Utility will be maximised for the %-alue of P that makes Qg = 0. Just as before, this 
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is equivalent to finding a0 such that 
[Xqz (pz + r, ) IßTX = l] = 
where previously, q, =1 and r. = -c. Multiplying by 0 both sides indicates that 
utility is maximised when E,, [q, (p_ý + r. ) IpTX = 1] = 0, Which is tile same as saying 
that E, [qxpxl, 8TX = 1] = _E, [qrIOTX = 1]. If p,, and r,, are functions of 0TX then 
they could come out of the expectations and therefore a value of 3 such that utility is 
maximised could, in principle, be obtained by solving p= -r. In the previous discussion 
for the special case, this happened when p. was a function of O'x, so the solution was 
obtained from solving p=c, where the absence of subindex indicates that p is evaluated 
precisely at pTX = 1. For the case when p was assumed to be logistic, then the solution 
for 6 was direct. 
For the univariate case, the expressions become 
UGk f q., (p., + r. ) f. Tdx 
z>k 
U& -qk(Pk+rk) 
I SO Uk 0 4* Pk " -rk where the solution is the mot in k Of Pk + rk = 0. 
Going back to the multivariate case, the second derboative, again apart from a 
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constant, is 
101 
)TI 
T U, 
c" =j ßTu (X 
I+x 
( 
ex ßx g' dx 
OTX=l 
1 
And since g., = q, (p,,, + r. T) f., then 
(9 log g, q. ' P. + r'. f., 
+ +T 
.r ox 
q., pz + rz z 
where the dashed versions of the functions denote their derivatives with respect to x. So, 
at the solution for Ub 
ril 
ITT 
Lca- 
f 
x(ýT-+ + 
f, 
Bx q,, (p. + r. ) f. dx (6-5) 
q. p_, + 
, 
BTX=l 
Before, when the costs were constants, r. = -c so r,, =0 and q.. =1 so Ull (x 
-f OTPýxx'h-dx. 
, 6TX=l 
As before, formula (6.5) will simplify when both p.., and r., are functions of '8TX. In 
this case, the quantities involving . 21 and -ý! will vanish from the integral at the solution 9z f. 
for 0. Also, if a particular model is assumed for p,, and r., then derh-athw of these 
functions could be obtained in order to simplify (6.5)even more and, therefore, get 
UGIII (X - (P, +r i)T ß1 xx 
T 
qýýf. dx (6.6) 
OTZ=l 
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6.2.3 Estimation 
Suppose a sample of values of x and y is obtained. Let E, = 7n, if yj =I aild 
I., if yj = 0. To estimate k in the univariate case using the non-parametric 
procedure the functions are the following 
1 Ti AGA; ý-- Thy-, q"4(y'+rz')O( h-1) 
(G. 7) 
The first derivative of AGk with respect to k is given by 
1n),, (xi - A'Gk =E qý, (yi + r,, ) ; ýh-2 
=, 
hh 
and its expectation over y 
tn). (xi - k) Ey (AGO --I- 
E 
qxi 
(P. 
Ti+ rx, ) (6-8) 
nh2 i=l hh 
Expanding p.,, + r., around x=k, where k is the solution to ACk gi%CS 
Px + rx ý-- (A + rk) + (A + rl) (X - k) = (pk + rk) (x - Ic 
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. since pk -rk. 
Here pk and r' denote the first derivatives of p,, and r.. with mipect to k 
x, c%-aluated at k. So, an approximation to (6.8) is given by 
1 xi -k Ev (AGk) = Th (pk + rk) qz, h 
In the above expression, an idea of the form of p-, and r,, would be useful in order to 
obtain their derivatives. For estimation purposes, formulas (6.7) and (6.9) %%vuld be used 
iteratively to obtain kh- 
For the multivariate case, the above expressions become 
n 
Ac, s xiq., (yi + r., ) 
xixTqj (h yi rxi 
where A'GO is the derivative of AGO with respect to P. Expectation of A'GO with respect 
to y is given by 
Ey (AG xixTq.. (p. zi Gß - nh2 t 
+r )( h 
), 
0( 
h) 
(c). ii) 
and expanding p., j + r., j around 
pTX, =1 gi, ý, CS 
px + r. ý-- (p + r) + (pý + r) ßTx- 1) =W+7. 
f) (ß Tx- 1) 
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since p= -r at the solution. Here, p' and r' are derivatives of p, and r,, with respect to 
, 3'rx, evaluated at OTX = 1, assuming both are functions of t3TX. This gives the following 
approximation for E (AGO) 
1n )20( 
E(A'co)=-Th(p'+r')ExixTq_,, 'eTx'-' 
i=l 
shh 
Again, an idea of the form of p, and r-. would be useful in order to obtain their derivatives. 
For estimation purposes, formulas (6.10) and (6.12) would be used iteratively to obtain 
A- 
6.2.4 Special Cases 
Special cases involve the use of a known model for p., and now r, as well. For example, 
if for the univariate case the following was true 
Ix = a+ bx 
m. =c+ dx 
(c-a)+(d-b)x 
a+ bx 
(c - a) + (d - b)x 
and also 
exp Oto + 71x) px T+ exp (, yo + -ylx)' 
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then k would be the solution (in x) to 
cxp (-Yo + -fix) a+ bx 
+ cxp (-to + -t, X) (c - a) + (d - b) x 
and derivatives of p., and r. with respect to x 
I Pý = -Ypz PA 
rll = 
bc - ad 
X12 [(c - a) + (d - b) 
These derivatives evaluated at k would be introduced in (6.9) for estimation purposes. 
A similar situation would arise for the multivariate case. 
6.2.5 An application 
A simple example related to screening for a disease is presented as an illustration for 
the ideas discussed in the present Chapter. The data used for the example %,., as taken 
from the Office for National Statistics %vebsite (,. vw%v. statistics. gov. uk). Two tables Nwre 
considered 
9 Prevalence of diagnosed diabetes: by sex and age, 1998: Social Thnds 33 
9 Table 3: Interim revised population estimates; England and Wales, 1992 - 2000 
Both tables refer to the population in England and Wales. The table for prevalence 
of diagnosed diabetes by sex and age for 1998 is presented below 
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Age Males Females 
0-15 1.3 1.5 
16-24 3.7 3.6 
25-34 5.7 4.7 
35-44 12.3 8.9 
45-54 25.8 17.4 
55-64 55.9 38.8 
65-74 84.7 64.0 
75-84 87.2 65.5 
85+ 76.3 60.4 
Illbie 1j. z. o. i 
The rates are given by 1,000 population. To obtain an estimate of the number of 
individuals with diagnosed diabetes for the year 2000, the rates of prevalence of diag- 
nosed diabetes in 1998 were applied to the population projections for each age group 
for 2000. In general, when dealing with this type of information, males and females are 
treated separately. This is because of the differences due to gender in human biolo&y. 
However, for illustration purposes, in this example the information of males and females 
is aggregated and handled as one population. The next table provides the estimated 
number of individuals with diagnosed diabetes and the estimate of the total number of 
individuals in each age group (the figures represent thousands). 
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Age Total Population Diagnosed Diabetes 
0-15 10,540 15 
16-24 5,582 20 
25-34 7,703 40 
35-44 7,655 81 
45-54 6,874 148 
55-64 5,441 257 
65-74 4,3661 322 
75-84 2,903 215 
85+ 1,007 65 
Total 52,071 1,163 
iame 
For purposes of the example suppose the total population corresponds to individuals 
(healthy and diseased) where diabetes has not been diagnosed yet. One way to make the 
example more realistic would be to estimate, through a survey or otherwise, the rates of 
undiagnosed diabetes in the population by age group. This would provide an approximate 
number of individuals who axe not diagnosed with the illness and the pre%-alence of the 
disease among this group, by age. It wiH also be considered that the prevalence of 
diagnosed diabetes coincides with the true prevalence of the disease in the undiagnosed 
population. 
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Suppose the NHS is willing to screen for diabetes from a certain nge in order to 
diminish the costs of treating the illness once it is detected. It is known that diabetes 
is an illness that gradually deteriorates the body over time, especially when not treated. 
Therefore, eaxly diagnosis represents a gain in ternis of costs of treatment ns well m 
quality of life and well being for the patient. Also, the gain an early detection brings 
could depend on age, being greater for older patients. Another issue to consider is tivat 
screening itself is a procedure that involves a certain cost. Suppose that the test used 
for screening is 100% reliable, being always positive for individuals with the disease and 
always negative when the disease is not present. This is also a simplification of the real 
world, where false positive and false negative rates are usually greater than zero. Suppose 
also that once the disease is detected, the overall cost of treatment from this moment 
until the death of the patient could be determined by the patient's age at diagnosis. 
The costs for the example will be the following 
e Cost of test for screening: -1 unit 
9 Gain for detecting diabetes: 1.2 units times the age at detection 
Therefore the cost functions, using the notation presented above are 
I., = E(c-. jx)=-lify=O(notdiseased) 
m_. = E(cjx)=-1+1.2xify=l(disýcd) 
rx- mx IX 1.2x 
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where x is the age of the patient. The objective now is to find the optimal age to start 
screening for diabetes in the undiagnosed population, depending on thesc costs. All the 
figures used represent thousands in the population. 
The first step is to calculate the actual overall cost or profit by age and the utility 
obtained starting screening at each age. A plot of this utility function is given in Figure 
6.2.1. It can be seen that the maximum utility is achieved at around 50 years of -ige, 
where a profit of around 61,000 units is obtained. 
For the example, data were generated following the approximate distribution of the 
population and the disease. In total, a data set of 52,059 individuals for which diabetes 
has not been diagnosed was obtained. From these, it was estimated that 1,166 individuals 
would actually have the disease. The procedure to obtain the logistic regression estimate 
is also based on a numerical approximation, since the optimal value of k (age at which 
screening should staxt) is given by the root of 
exp (jo + ilk) 
- -rk =1 + exp (% + ýjk) 1.2k 
where % -6.265 and ý, - 0.0488 are obtained from the data. The root of this 
function is around 46-39. So the solution given by logistic regression indicates that 
screening should start at around 46 years and 5 months of age (k = 46.4). This provides 
an estimate of utility of around 60,862 units. For the non-parametric procedure, the 
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functions used axe 
AGke 
52,059 
1.2x yj - 
. 2x 52,059h 
1-. 2x) h 
Ev (A' 
1 iPk (1 - Pk) +1 
52,059 
1.2x xi -k Gk ý-2,059h 1.2k2 
) ýý 
=1 
where x is age, Pk represents the logistic approximation for p,, evaluated at k, and j t-- 
0.0488 as before. It was found that a value of h=0.25 works fairly well for the data. 
The approximate value for k obtained using these functions is around 44-56 years of age, 
which is a slightly younger age to start screening than the logistic regression estimate for 
this value. The estimate of utility if screening is started at 44 years and 6 months of age 
is around 61,124 units, which is slightly larger than the figure obtained using a logistic 
regression model for estimation. 
This example gives an idea of how the theory presented here may be applied to a real 
situation and provides encouraging results as to the benefits that might be obtained. 
Utility for Diabetes Screening Example 
67,000 
57,000 
47.000 
37.0 00 
is 
2?, 000 
1 ?. 000 
7,000 
-3,000 
Figure 6.2.1 
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Age from which scr*onlng to Pefformed 
Chapter 7 
Relocation of Covariates 
7.1 '11-ansformation of x 
In this chapter, a location shift of the covariates will be explored. This is considered to 
be relevant since is was observed that shifts have an important effect on the bias Of ýh- 
Take x* =x-d and suppose that p., is logistic. Then 
Pr (y = llx) 
eXp (, yo + -(TX) 
+ eXp (, yo + yTX) 
exp (, fo +, yT (* + d» 
+ exp (-yo +, yT (X* + d» 
exp (-yo + ýTd + yTX*) 
+ exp (-yo +, yTd + -yTx*) 
exp (-t; + y*TX 0) 
= PZ* 
+ exp (-yo* +, y*TX*) 
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where -yo* = yo +yTd and y* = y. Also, if b* = log cc - -to* and y=W then 
b- -y Td=b_ baTd =b (1 _ OT d) = ba 
where a=1 _OT d. Now, if p*. =c which is the same as saying that log I'c = too +, y*TXý 
then -y*TX = log 11 c- -yo* =b- 7T 
d. So 
7 *T 
b- ^tTd 
and 
fl* 
=7-7-6 
yTd ba a 
Also if 
ßT (X 
- 
then 
ýTX = as + OT d= as +1-a=1+ a(s - 1) 
NVe also have 
p: = E. . 
[-T* lß*TX* =, S] = E [(x - d) 
IßT x=1+a (s - 1)] 
So 
It. *, =- 
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and therefore, 
tL'. * = au', +a(,, -I) 
Then IL* = IL -d and /, i*' = ap'. Also 
Va" = E, ý- 
[X*X*TI, 6*TX* = 8] 
V* =V- dlt' - pdT + ddr 
where V= Ex 
[xxTIOTX 
= 1] and 
ß*TX* ßT (x-d) T ßTX 
aß (x-d) -a h* h* ah* ah* 
so ah* =h or h* = h/a. Finally 
d (P*TX* 
.: ý q) 
d (pTX 
. c: ý gs* Pr y- Pr +a (s - s 
and 
*1 2 a gl+a(s-l) 
with g* = ag and g*' = a2 9'. So 
*=a 9L j- 1099* 1, =l= aý = a! logg 18=1= a9L 5 g* g i9s 
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From (3.28) the bias of ý. is given by h 
Bias (ý*) t-- h *2V*-l li* 
(gj 
+ b* (1 - 2c)) + 1, L*' hII 
and substituting the above values this is 
(4. )-h (V 
_d 
T_ 
tdT + ddr I BiaS h tl Yx - ýi 
(It - d) a9L +1 ab (1 - 2c) + ajý 
12 
h (V _ dl-IT _ , dT + ddT) -I X a 
(tt - d) 
(9L 
+b (1 - 2c) +, ul 
where a= 1_pT d. From this formula it can be seen that if d=0, we obtain the previous 
expression for the bias of 
&. Also a particular choice of d can bring the approximation of 
the bias to zero. Therefore in the Taylor expansion for the approximation an extra terin 
may be added, increasing the order to h4. Ideally, this would provide a larger window 
and hence more observations having larger weights when estimating 
N- 
The value of d that makes the bias zero is 
d,, pt p+1 (7.2) gL + ý'b (1 - 2c) 
An important aspect is that the optimal d is obtained using the distribution of x and 
also Px- In practice, usually these two elements will be unknown. One possibility is to 
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take the logistic estimate of p., and a distribution for x that reasonably fits the data to 
obtain an estimate of d,, pt. 
A 
7.2 Approximation for Bias (Ph) under special relo- 
cation 
If x* = x-dpt, where d,, pt is as given 
by (7.2), the approximation for tile bias of #, k requires 
an extra term in the Taylor expansion used. This is because the original approxiinatioii 
of the bias will become zero under this particular transformation. In (3.22), considcring 
an extra term in the Taylor expansion gives 
Ey (A;,, ) =h *2 g* 
[M*'gL* 
+ -1 Al" +h *2 
1AI*flg*ll 1AI*fll 
2 
(4 
but when d=d,, pt then M*'g* + 
! Af*" =0 so L2 
Ev (A, *6 t-- *4 9* 
1AI*Ilg*il lAf*l" 
g! h) 
[4 
g* 
ý) given 
by (3.23) evaluated at x* remains the same, the bias is now given Since Ey 
(A; ' 
h 
by 
Bias (ý*) L-- h *4 [N*gL* + N*'] -1[1 M*" +1 Af*m (7-3) h4 g* 6 
gzl 
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for the most general case. The expression for the variance remains the same as before. 
The value of h which produces a maximum expected utility is now given by 
hýt = 
tr (R*U; ") 1/9 
oc n-1/9 (7.4) 8n6 *T (B* )-lT U; it (B*)-l V1 
where 
B* = N*gL* + N` 
= 
19 *11 M*ll 1 M*I" 
4 g* 
+6 gL 
[X*X*Tp. w=E. 
- ". 
(1 
_ P, ý. 
) I p*T x 
R* =11 [B*I-l IV* [B*]-l 9* N/47r 
where the stars indicate the functions are evaluated at x*. 
7.3 Special Cases 
When the probability of success is based on the score, that is p. * = p;, then the bias is 
expressed as follows 
*4V*-l * */I Bias (ý*h) t-- h a3 [/-'*al + 11*1% + 11 1 (7.5) 
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where 
1 
a3* = ýgl 
a*2 =9p F -I' T7 
a*, 
lp *11 9+ lp 
ý P*f F5 P*? 
E 
x. 
[X*X*T 1 ß*TX* = l] 
When p; is logistic, the appropriate expressions for p*', p*", and p*... can be substituted 
above. These substitutions will lead to the optimal value of h*. 
hýt =ýc 
(1 - c) r 
1/9 
(7.6) 
8nvý-4-7rg*bj*TV*-IJj* 
I 
where 51* = a3* [ti*a*l + p*'a*2 + li*"] and a3*, a2*, and a*, are defined as before. Also 
A* =p-d, ti` = ap', and it` = a2 p". Under the logistic assumption for p, *, the 
appropriate values of the a's may be inserted in (7.6). 
7.4 Normal distribution for covariates x 
Suppose x, N (m, ý) So pTX ,N 
(pTM, pTp). Considering the results from § 3.1.3 
we have that 9L -- -1 
('-'a'm) 
and p and it' are given by (3.33) and (3.34) respectively. 2 6-FEP 
Suppose also that p,, is logistic with logit(p. ) = yo + yTX. Then the optimal %-alue of d 
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for a location shift is given by 
d,, 
ptn ý-- M+P( 
ýý ) 
(1 
- OTM) + oTp 
1-P 
+ lb (1 - 2c) 
pTp 
20 E's 2 
OTM) + d,, ptn : -'- M+ (7.7) 
2 oT + lb (1 - 2c) 716- 2 
where b= log (, cc) - -yo. Now suppose x* =x-d,, pt,,. Then x* ,N (m*, 7, ) where 
*=M- p+ 11 and O*TX* -N 
(O*TM*, O*T: go*). m gL+(1/2)b(1-2c7/-l 
) If X* is a vector 
formed by x* and p*TX* so that X* = 
6-'T* 
x .] then the distribution of X* is gi%vn by 
ß*Tý ß*Tg* 
)_ 
From this distribution, the expressions for (3.31), (3.33), (3.34), and for the density of 
O*Tx* may be obtained following the procedure of § 3.1.3. 
7.5 Example 
A verY simple example will be examined in this section. This example will provide a 
graphic illustration of what happens with the bias of 
k when a location shift takes 
place. it will also help illustrate the advantage of 
introducing a shift which is optimal, 
such as the one given by 
(7.2) in terms of the mean squared error and the optimal value 
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for h. The example will consider only two covariates, for simplicity, but the results whel, 
working with a different number of covariates are completely analogous. 
Please refer to Example A of § 4.2.1. The same setting will be used here. The first 
thing to consider will be the calculation of the optimal value of d, say d,, pt,,. The ralties 
for p, p, and 9L axe given by 
[0.6923 
0.6154] = Al; 9L = -0.23G4 
where p and ti' coincide because m (0). Also, b=1 and c=0.5 and a=1- OTd 0 
-1.95. Therefore, the optimal 
d is given by 
-0.6577 doptn ..: 
[-0.5846] 
When using x, the optimal value for h obtained by (5.12) is around 0.22. The optimal 
value for h when x* =x- 
doptn and using (7.6) is around 0.21. These two values are not 
u very different because the optimal h is based on maximum utility and not on minimal bi, 
11owever, having unbiased estimates is always preferable. In this example, if a simulation 
is carried out, following the procedure described in § 4.2.1, the utility obtained using the 
optimal relocation of the covaxiates is very similar to the one using the raw covariates. 
Figures 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 show how the bias and mean squared error for each parameter 
are reduced. In this case, the optimal range of 
h in terms of mean squared error changes 
from around (0.20,0.25) to around (0.30,0.35). This means a larger window width could 
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be taken, which would imply a larger number of observations would rccei%v larger weiglits 
and, therefore, an improvement in the estimation process. 
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Chapter 8 
Case Study 
8.1 Description of data 
The case study presented here relates to the motivation of the thesis. The data base used 
for illustration purposes corresponds to credit card application information from one of 
the largest banks in Mexico. Since the information is confidential, only the results will 
be shown, not the individual cases. In this section, a thorough description of the data 
ba-se will be given. 
The original data set had to be cleaned in order to obtain a base where all the in- 
formation was consistent and the fields for every covariate contained logical information 
for all observations. The observations where missing fields were found were deleted from 
the data base. We believe that this process was done without introducing any bias since 
the rnissing fields are not due to a paxticular process or situation. The final data 
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base consists of 24,057 observations. These are all entries from applicants for credit 
card during the year going from the beginning of July 1997 to end of June 1998 w1jo 
were accepted as clients and granted a credit card. This implies that a previous selec- 
tion process was carried out in order to identify those applicants that would ultimately 
become "good" customers. Application information, along with credit bureau records 
was captured. This is what makes up the covariate data base. To obtain the response 
variable, a definition of a bad (in other words, defaulted) account had to be considered. 
It is common to consider an account as defaulted when the client fails to repay his or 
her loan (at least the minimum payment in credit cards) for three months in a row or 
more during a certain amount of time known as performance period. This is the amount 
of time the behaviour of the account 
is observed in order to determine if it is good or 
bad. The performance period is usually one year considered from the moment the credit 
is granted. The observations in the data base were classified in good and bad using 
this definition of default. Furthermore, accounts with an undesirable status, but that 
were not defaulted under this 
definition were also classified as defaults. Since the base is 
cornposed of accounts opened 
during one whole year, each account is referred to its own 
performance period. 
Approximately 11% of the observations in the data base were classified as defaulted. 
Application information and credit bureau records were obtained for everyone. However, 
it is important to mention that there exists a data base containing all the rejected appli- 
cants corresponding to 
this time period. These observations do not have a performance 
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indicator. That is, we do not know if they would have been defaults or not. The idea 
behind the thesis tries to tackle exactly this point. That is, we are trying to obtain 
the linear predictor and cutoff point under this predictor (who is accepted and who, is 
rejected) that will maximise the utility of the bank. Since we do not have performance 
information about rejected applicants, we will consider, for illustration purposes, that 
the accepted individuals represent the ones that were rejected. This, in the sense that a 
rejected observation having same covariate information as an accepted one would produce 
a similar performance. This is just the same as finding an expansion factor associated 
to every accepted individual. The weight is given by the number of applicants from the 
population (with same covariate information) that this accepted individual represents in 
the actual accepted base. This is not the best way to go, but what can be done with 
this kind of information. The ideal situation would consist of a controlled trial process in 
which the bank would accept every applicant and observe performance after a year. The 
lineax predictor and cutoff point obtained for this kind of information would represent 
exactly the population from where the trial base was obtained. Even though this, %vould 
be a better way to start producing application models, it represents a tough decision for 
a bank, since a big loss could be expected coming from the increased default rate and 
greater outstanding balances. Some banks tackle this problem by creating controlled trial 
cells in specific populations of interest 
(students, low incomes, pensioners) where they 
test the behaviour of these groups when given a credit card. 
The approach taken for this case study was to assign an expansion f' actor to each 
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accepted applicant in the base. This expansion factor was calculated considering the 
information given by the covariates in the complete data base (including rejected appli. 
cants). A table showing the counts for the weighted and unweighted versions of the Wse, 
split by default indicator, is given below. 
Defaulted I Not defaulted I Total 
Unweighted 1 2,645 1 21,412 124,057 
10.99 1 89.01 1 100 
Weighted 1 5,554 1 41,173 146,727 
11.89 1 88.11 100 
Table 8.1.1 
The information contained in the covariates is classified in three big categories. The 
first category involves classification information such as account or client number and 
the credit score assigned by the previous selection process. The second category involms 
credit bureau information such as number of revolving credit lines (e. g. credit cards), 
months since the oldest account was opened (seniority handling loans), and satisfactory 
references (number of 
loans in a "good" status). Finally, the third category refers to 
dernogaphic information. This involves economic dependants, gender, residential status 
(owner, renting, living with relatives, etc. ), kind of employment or job, marital status 
(single, married, widower, free union, etc. ), date of birth, income, time at present home, 
and time at present employment. 
The natural logarithm of income was used instead of 
income and the covariates with reference to time in months were transformed to time in 
years. Also, date of birth was transformed to age. 
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8.2 Exploratory analysis 
The exploratory analysis of the data included a preliminary bivariate analysis wile , . re 
each covariate was tested against the response (default). Since default is a categorical 
variable, the first idea was to perform a chi-squared independence test to obscr%v &w)ci. 
ation between default and each of the covariates. However, this is useful for categorical 
covariates, where there is a small number of categories and each cell 11m, a reasonable 
count. For almost all numerical covaxiates this is not an option, unless bins are cre. -ited 
to concentrate the information. This process was done in order to reduce the information 
and perform the chi-squared tests. 
More graphical types of analysis included plotting each covariate against the default 
percent in each level of the covariate. These plots also include an idea of tljL. amoullt 
of observations in each of these levels. This is helpful in order to identify trends in 
default rates among categories of numerical covariates and their impact. The plots are 
presented in the Appendix to this Chapter. Another type of plot, which may be used 
both for numerical and for categorical cova-riates is one where each level of the co%-ariate is 
plotted against the ratio of good customers in that level and the total of good customers 
(GITG). On the same plot, the line of the ratio between bad customers in that level 
and total bad customers (BITB) may be drawn. This gives an idea of those categories 
where the proportion of "good" customers is significantly different from the proportion 
of bad customers, if there are any. The 
Appendix to this Chapter shows these plots for 
all the numerical covariates that were selected using the independence chi-squared tests 
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described above. Another type of plot is the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) 
curve where a score s relating default to the covariate is calculated (using regression for 
instance). The curve is formed by the plot of Pr (s >- uly = 1) against Pr (s > uly = 0) &S 
u ranges over all possible values of the score s. The more this curve is away fronj tile 450 
line, the more useful the covariate is to discriminate between good and bad customers and, 
in this sense, the more the covariate is related to default. A quantity called discriminating 
power may be calculated for these curves. Depending on the relationship between tile 
covariate and default (positive or negative) the ROC curve may go above or below the 
45' line. The power is calculated as the axea under the ROC curve for curves going 
above the 45' line and one minus this area for curves going below the 45" line. Tile 
larger the power, the better the covaxiate is in terms of discriminating between good and 
bad customers. Again, in the Appendix to this Chapter these curves are shown for tile 
selected numerical covariates. Also, histograms for numerical covariates are gi, %vn. 
8.3 Optimal window h and convergence issues 
, Usuming a 
logistic model, an approximate optimal value for h was calculated using 
formula (3.30). An idea of the model selection process followed will be given in § 8.4, but 
for purposes of estimating the optimal window width, suppose the co, %,, ariates that will be 
introduced in the model axe already known. For this calculation, a normality assumption 
for the covariates was used, even though this is cleaxly not the case. 
Under a logistic assumption for p,,, say p., = exp(, Yo+, vrx) where -y = I+exp(-yo+-y"'x) 
('Y 
I1 721 1 'fr) 
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and r= 12, estimates for (, yo, -y) are given below (the categorical covariate "employnient" 
was re-defined in dummies) 
variable name parameter value 
intercept ^to -0-06468854 
economic dependants 71 0.1023967 
satisfactory references 72 -0-008975956 
age 73 0.04087302 
log income 74 0.3083291 
years since oldest account opened 'Y5 0.639101 
dummy 1- housewife, student, pensioner 76 0.1434613 
dummy 2- shopkeeper / trader 77 0.220196 
dummy 3- businessman 78 0.05002197 
dummy 4- teacher 79 0.2192308 
dummy 5- worker / technician 710 0.2671407 
dummy 6- executive position 711 -0-9318136 
dummy 7- secretary / office worker 712 0.3487437 
Table 8.3.1 
The value of c used for the analysis is 0.85. This was selected because it is the level 
at which the bank feels safe. It was calculated with the formula for expected default 
frequency the bank is already using for new accounts. This is given by 
EDF =1 1+ bedf * slopecs 
ill 
where bedf = 0.02131, slope = 1.0276 and CS is the credit score (score assigned by a 
previous model, indicating if the account was to be accepted or rejected). The inininial 
previous credit score is around 205, which corresponds to an expected default frequelicy 
of 0.15 and therefore a probability of success of 0.85 at the cutoff point, which corresI)onds 
to the value of c. 
Using these values and assumptions, an optimal value for h was calculated. This 
value is approximately 0.02, which is quite small. In fact, the smallest value that could 
be used without incurring in convergence problems during the non-parametric estimation 
process was h=0.15. This value of h produces estimates for the O's which are quite 
close to the estimates given by logistic regression. However, it has to be pointed out fliit 
whenever using a real data set, problems of this kind will generally arise, especially %kitl, a 
large number of covariates. The good news is that the non-parametric procedure proved 
to be quite effective at giving a bigger utility than the logistic regression procedure. 
This means that, on one hand, the assumptions used to calculate the optimal h are not 
quite satisfactory, and in this sense it confirms that perhaps the logistic model is not 
appropriate for this kind of data. The other one is that, even though the wrilue of h used 
the estimation process is quite larger than this "optimal" value, the results are still 
better than those obtained for the logistic regression in terms of utility. It also needs to 
be said that even if the utility using the non-parametric procedure is somewhat larger 
than the one obtained using logistic regression, it is also true that the difference betuven 
both is not very big. 
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8.4 Model selection, estimation, and comparison be- 
tween non-parametric and logistic regression es- 
timates 
Following parsimony and based on the exploratory analysis of § 8.2, the covariates selected 
for modelling were x= (xj, ... I X12) 
x, - economic dependants - demographic (numerical) 
0 X2 - satisfactory references - credit bureau (numerical) 
X3 - age - demographic (numerical) 
40 X4 - natural logarithm of income - demographic (numerical) 
io x5 - yeaxs since oldest account opened - credit bureau (numerical) 
40 X6 to X12 - type of employment - demographic (categorical) 
Since type of employment is a categorical covariate with eight categories, seven 
duMMY vaxiables were created to introduce this covariate into the models. Even though 
default also showed a dependence to residential status and gender, these cm-ariates uvre 
not introduced in the models because the difference in deviance resulting from introduc- 
ing them was very small. That is, they did not improve the model in a significant way 
and thus were not included. The expansion factor mentioned in § 8.1 was included as a 
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-, veight in both estimations as fexi. The logistic regression model Nvu estimated wsitig 
the generalised lineax model routine included in Splus, using the model 
e'fo+'y 
TX 
Px 
+ elto 
+, yTX 
where -yo is the intercept and -y = ('Yl)'Y2, ... 'Y12) is the parameter for x as nlelltioll(, (l 
above. The logistic regression estimates for 6 were calculated as ý= wliere 
c=0.85 and % and ý axe the estimates of the logistic regression model. Using (3.10) and 
(3.14) from §3.2, the functions used to obtain the estimates through the non-parainetric 
procedure are 
Ao =1 ný 
Xi (Yi - C) fexi 
E (Ap) = 
bc (1 - C) n xix 
T( 
)20( 
fex 
nh hh 
where b= log ( 1'c) -% 
(the logistic regression estimate), n= 24057, h=0.15, and fex 
is the expansion factor again. Using & ýý- 0- [E (A, 6)'] -1 Ao and following an iterative 
process, estimates for 8 were obtained. 
A comparison of the results obtained for the estimates of the linear predictor using 
logistic regression and the non-parametric procedure follows. This comparison is made 
in terms of the estimates of the parameters and in terms of the utility obtained using 
each procedure. The next table gives the estimates of the O's for each covariate using 
both, along with the differences between them and the utility in each case. 
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covariate non-parametric logistic reg difference 
economic dependants -0.02567 -0.02426 -0-00141 
satisfactory references 0.038877 0.038402 0.00047 
age -0.00366 -0-00337 -0-0003 
log income 0.116241 0.115634 0.00061 
years since oldest acct opened 0.016304 0.015329 0.00097 
dl-housewife, stud., pensioner 0.256148 0.239686 0.01646 
d2-shopkeeper / trader 0.063148 0.053803 0.00934 
d3-businessman 0.089078 0.082581 0.0065 
d4-teacher 0.011126 0.01876 -0.00763 
d5-worker / technician 0.087708 0.082219 0.00549 
d6-executive position 0.094557 0.100187 -0-00363 
d7-secretary / office worker 0.14262 0.130791 0.01183 
utility (non-crossvalidated) 1,743 1,719 25 
utility (crossvalidated) 1,720 1,707 13 
Table 8.4.1 
As mentioned before, the differences between the estimates of the parameters are not 
very big and this is reflected in the utility estimates, where differences are not big either. 
With the exception of economic dependants and age, all other covariates are positively 
correlated with success. 
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The performance of both models is almost exactly identical. For the purpo, -j(, of 
Compaxing both, an ROC curve was created for each model and the power cialculat(xi. 
These plots may be seen in Figures 8.4.1. a and 8.4.1. b. 
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Default vs. log Income 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions 
F, ven though conclusions are given in each of the Chapters containing examples, a sum. 
rnary of these results is worth reviewing. The 
first evident conclusion is that the prescilt 
rnethod provides a useful technique when the underlying process generating the data is 
not known or if it is known to be largely biased with respect to a logistic model, which is 
the usual assumption. The behaviour of the non-parametric estimates resulted to be very 
satisfactory, even under simulations using a logistic underlying generation process. That 
is, the differences between the non-parametric and the logistic regression estimates %%-ere 
not significant for the logistic underlying setting. 
When the underlying setting was not 
logistic, the non-parametric estimates performed slightly better that logistic regression 
ones. The procedure also proved to 
be useful for applications other than credit scoring, 
. quch as quantal 
bioassay and medical screening. 
Many aspects of this problem have yet to be explored in more detail. These include 
123 
the getieralisations and transformation of covariate. 4, which were topics that uvrv not 
considered in depth. Also, convergence imues inwivexi in the numerical npproximations 
were in some cases difficult to deal with. This is another aspect that could be Andied 
further. Finally, the case study presented represenL9 asimplification of what could be 
done in a real life situation. This analysis dependM on the aniount of information that 
was amailable. Model builders in financial institutions will beable to apply this procMure 
in a more comprehensive manner if they deem it wseful to their tlwJs. 
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